THE ART OF DEJAH THORIS AND THE WORLDS OF MARS Vol 2
Recommended. By J. Scott Campbell, Joe Jusko, Frank Cho, Jay Anacleto et al. Since the 1912 series introduced Martian Princess Dejah Thoris and her beloved John Carter, Barsoomian enthusiasts have dreamed of the faraway Red Planet, its wondrous sights and monstrous perils. The finest artists of modern fantasy have brought the dying world of Mars to life: brutal conflict with alien beasts, a cross-over with Vampirella, and plenty of variant covers, include nudes. Dynamite, 2019. Mature Readers.

ARTDJ02H. HC, 9x12, 280pg, FC
$49.99 $34.99
Vol 1: ARTDJH.
$49.99 $34.99

ART OF GARY GIANNI George R. R. Martin’s Seven Kingdoms Signed

ARTGHS. HC, 9x12, 304pg, PC
$49.95

THE ART OF RAFAEL DESOTO
Limited, 900! Highly Recommended. By David Saunders. This is the consummate art book on the life of pulp, paperback, and men’s adventure magazine artist Rafael DeSoto, with reproductions directly from DeSoto’s original paintings, as well as working drawings, reference photos, rare proof sheets of pulp and paperback covers, as well as historic family photos. He began drawing pulp covers in 1932 and because he was 4F, was one of very few pulp artists to work through the war years. Illustrated Press, 2019.

ARTRDRH. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC
$44.95

AN EVENING IN THE CLASSROOM
Highly Recommended. Foreword by Jeff A. Menges. Illustrator and painter Harvey Dunn was deeply influenced by Howard Pyle. Pyle’s Brandywine students became some of the most important and well-regarded artists of the twentieth century, including N.C. Wyeth, Frank Schoonover, Violet Oakley, Jessie Willcox Smith...and Dunn, who went on to influence the next generation of artists. During the course of an evening in 1934, while Dunn was teaching at Grand Central School of the Arts, Miss Taylor recorded his comments and criticisms. These notes later surfaced in a slim, limited-edition volume. Enhanced by Dunn’s striking woodcut images, the book provides a flavorful re-creation of the atmosphere in his classroom. Dover, 2019.

ANEVH. HC, 5x5, 80pg, Text/b&w
$14.95 $17.95

AN EVENING IN THE CLASSROOM
Highly Recommended. Foreword by Jeff A. Menges. Illustrator and painter Harvey Dunn was deeply influenced by Howard Pyle. Pyle’s Brandywine students became some of the most important and well-regarded artists of the twentieth century, including N.C. Wyeth, Frank Schoonover, Violet Oakley, Jessie Willcox Smith...and Dunn, who went on to influence the next generation of artists. During the course of an evening in 1934, while Dunn was teaching at Grand Central School of the Arts, Miss Taylor recorded his comments and criticisms. These notes later surfaced in a slim, limited-edition volume. Enhanced by Dunn’s striking woodcut images, the book provides a flavorful re-creation of the atmosphere in his classroom. Dover, 2019.

ANEVH. HC, 5x5, 80pg, Text/b&w
$14.95 $17.95
Featured New Items

ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY #26

IQ26. Magazine, 9x11, 96pp, PC
$24.99

See our website or inquire for more Illustrators Quarterly.

EDGAR ALLAN POE’S SPIRITS OF THE DEAD

EAPS. SC, 7x10, 224pp, FC
$19.99 $17.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS Ziff-Davis Sci-Fi Set
Three slipcased copies as a set. Highly Recommended. Three great pre-code series: Space Busters/Space Patrol/ Nightmare, Weird Adventures/Weird Thrillers, and Amazing Adventures (lots of title changes) originally published by Ziff-Davis. These were collected by PS Artbooks in 2016, and now are together at a bargain price. Gorgeous painted cover art by Norman Saunders & Allen Anderson, art from Murphy Anderson and others. PS Artbooks, 2016.

PCZD. HCW, 7x10, 184pp, FC
$200.00 $110.00

FROM SUNBEAMS TO SUNSET The Rise And Fall of the Australian Comic Book 1924-1965
Highly Recommended. By Graeme Clifford, John Dixon and Stanley Pitt. Begins in the 1930s, discloses covers of more than 200 Australian comics; you’ve probably never seen, quotes from the comics, and bios of the artists, writers and publishers. A 14 page index. Nat Karmichael, 2019. The bulk of our copies were damaged in transit. We will sell good copies first, then the copies with the bumped corners.

FROMSH. HC, 12x10, 254pp, PC
$45.00

THE STAN LEE STORY
Highly Recommended. By Roy Thomas and Stan Lee. First published as a signed Collector Edition at $1500, this sold out within a week after Stan passed away. It was his final book collection, and what a work. An unparalleled account of the life and times of “the Man”, written and edited with his full cooperation. His tale is told by Roy Thomas, who brings “you are there” insights to Lee’s journey alongside never-before-seen photographs, original comic art, and rare comic book facsimiles. “Of all the books to tell the Marvel legend, The Stan Lee Story is perhaps the largest and most ambitious...for a collector’s item, it’s hard to beat” – syfy.com Taschen, 2019.

STANLH. HC, 12x18, 444pp, FC
$250.00 $179.00

BALLPOINT BEAUTIES By Frank Cho Hardcover
Highly Recommended. Ballpoint Beauties has been Frank Cho’s most requested book on social media over the past year. He has been making his personal ballpoint pen drawings, primarily nude studies, purely for himself for over two decades. This is the first time these fine pieces have been collected. Includes his visual guides for anatomy, plus a short interview where Frank discusses his working methods and answers the most common questions that he receives online. Also shown are comic covers for his creator owned property Skybourne. Flesk, 2019. Mature Readers.

BALLBH. HC, 9x12, 120pp, PC
$29.95

Softcover Edition: BALLL. SC
$19.95

THE FAIRY TALES OF OSCAR WILDE
Illuminated Editions
Oversized limited edition in deluxe slipcase. Highly Recommended. By Oscar Wilde. Art by Yuko Shimizu. A fine press, slipcased hardcover edition lavishly illustrated in color by Yuko Shimizu (DC Comics The Unwritten). Oscar Wilde wrote these fairy tales between 1888-1891. This volume includes all five stories from The Happy Prince, and the four published in House of Pomegranates. The deluxe copy is die-cut, foil blocked, and debossed to create a three dimensional impression of Yuko’s beautiful linework, matching the other Beehive editions. From 2009 and 2015 Shimizu created over 70 covers for the DC Comic Series The Unwritten, for which she received a Silver Medal from the Society of Illustrators. Beehive, 2020.

FAITH. HCW, 9x12, 148ppg.
$100.00

TREASURES RETOLD The Lost Art of Alex Toth
Our Highest Recommendation. A companion to the three-time Eisner-winning Alex Toth: Genius series, this blockbuster collection is full of rarely seen stories and new, recently found artwork by the legendary artist. Included are complete stories from the 1950s and beyond, most in FULL COLOR, recently discovered color animation storyboards and presentation drawings, sketches and doodles, rare early promotional comics, and individual pages from obscure comic and magazine titles. It’s a treasure trove of beautifully reproduced, mostly never-before-collected work that makes for a great read with all manner of genres, from western to sci-fi to adventure fantasy. IDW, 2019.

TREHR. HC, 10x13, 296ppg, PC
$49.99 $39.99

ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #65

IL65. Magazine, 9x11, 80pp, PC
$15.00

See our website or inquire for more Illustration Magazine.

BudsArtBooks.com ♦ 530-273-2166
Illustrated Books

THE BIG BOOK OF FABLES
Gold-embossed cover and art on EVERY PAGE! Highly Recommended. Art by Charles Robinson. A magnum opus of popular fables profusely illustrated by Charles Robinson. B&W line art appears on nearly every page of this hardcover volume, in addition to 28 plates of full- and two-color images. Decorative initials and borders, hand lettering, silhouettes, and other ornaments embellish renderings of more than 140 fables. Calla, 2019. BIGBHZ. HC, 7x10, 384pg, Text/PC $40.99 $34.95

NORDIC TALES Folktales from Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland and Denmark Recommended. Art by Ulla Thynell. Trolls haunt the snowy forests, and terrifying monsters roam the open sea. A young woman journeys to the end of the world, and a boy proves he knows no fear. 16 traditional tales translated in the 19th century, are here unabridged. Ulla Thynell's glowing full color, contemporary illustrations conjure dragons, princesses, and the northern lights. Chronicle Books, 20019. NORDTH. HC, 188pg, Text/PC $22.95 $20.95

NEW ED: STEPHEN KING'S CYCLE OF THE WEREWOLF
New edition of the 1983 classic. Highly Recommended. Art by Bernie Wrightson. Terror began in January by the light of the full moon... Twelve color plates and twelve b&w double-page plates offer the perfect collaboration between Berni Wrightson and horror master Stephen King! Twelve chapters, twelve months, carry you from the first scream that came from the snowbound railroadman who felt the werewolf's fangs ripping at his throat. Gallery 13, 2019. SKCCY. SC, 6x9, 128pg, PC $18.00

100 FAVORITE ILLUSTRATIONS FROM COLLIER’S MAGAZINE 1898-1914 Highly Recommended. Art by Jeff A. Menges. Art by Charles Dana Gibson, Howard Pyle et al. The best color and black-and-white images from two rare portfolios, originally printed in 1908 and 1914. Featured artists include Charles Dana Gibson, whose contract with Collier’s made his “Gibson Girl” a fixture in American culture, and Maxfield Parrish, who created many illustrations and covers for the magazine. Others include Howard Pyle, Jessie Wilcox Smith, C. J. Leyendecker, Frederic Remington. Bios of all contributing artists. Dover, 2019. 100FAV. SC, 8x11, 112pg, PC $29.95 $21.95

THE ART OF BARON YOSHIMITO
Recommended. By Baron Yoshimoto. From Baron Yoshimoto’s vast collection of works from his 60-year career ranging from Gekiga (comics aimed at adult audiences) and illustrations, to paintings. For the first time ever, this book collects Yoshimoto’s works from the 1980s, when he spent time in the US. Works from exhibitions under the name “Ryu Manji” in the 1990s and works from Yoshimoto’s live drawing event done in collaboration with Katsuya Terada are showcased as well. Fantasy and realistic beautiful women, alien creatures, and warriors, both men and women, are portrayed full page size. PIE, 2019. ARTBYH. HC, 8x12, 184pg, FC $49.95

THE ART OF CREATURE AND CHARACTER DESIGN SKETCHBOOK
Signed Recommended. By Sandy Collora. Take a journey behind the scenes into the complex landscape of an artist’s brain to see how the design process actually develops. Through every aspect of the sketch, from very rough to somewhat polished, pencil to color rough, he explores how ideas in a creator’s head actually come to life as alien creatures and characters, through the process of his personal sketchbooks, beautifully printed in full color. Collora designed the logo for Jurassic Park, and his designs can be seen in Men in Black, Dogma, The Arrival, The Crow, and Predator 2. Montauk, 2018. ARTC09S. SC, 8x11, 112pg, PC $40.00

MARVEL MONOGRAPH
The Art of J Scott Campbell
The Complete Volumes 1, 1998-2013. Highly Recommended. The latest entry in the Marvel Monograph collection focuses on the earliest work of acclaimed Marvel cover artist J. Scott Campbell. Includes his work on series such as Amazing Spider-Man, Black Panther, Savage She-Hulk, All-New X-Men, and many more. Also includes original pencil studies, character studies on both inside covers, and more bonus material. A fine selection of his dynamic work, showing why he is still a fan-favorite artist right up to now for both Marvel and for our own customers. Marvel Monograph, 2019. MARMC01S. SC, 8x11, 112pg, PC $79.99

GRATEFUL DEAD FAMILY ALBUM Recommended. By Jerilyn Lee Brandelius. A treasure trove of memorabilia, photos and writings—both a candid family history of one of America’s most enduring rock bands and a time capsule of ‘60s rock culture and counterculture. Anecdotes and never-before-seen photos of the most famous personalities of the time, compiled by a band insider. For the 30th anniversary of the original publication. Last Gasp, 2018. GRATH. HC, 9x11, 256pg, FC $29.95 $24.95

HELLBOY 25 Years of Covers Recommended. Introduction by Dave Stewart. Foreword by Mike Mignola. To commemorate the 25th anniversary of the first issue of Hellboy, this deluxe art collection includes more than 150 full-page covers from Mike Mignola (a great many), Richard Corben, Frank Cho, Phil Noto, Duncan Fegredo, Mark Chiarello, Tim Sale, Geof Darrow and many others! all appear with no logos or text, just pure artwork. Dark Horse, 2019. HELBOH. HC, 9x12, 200pg, FC $28.95 $22.99

LADY DEATH MASTERPIECES The Art of Lady Death Vol 1 Signed
Signed by Brian Pulido & limited, 2500! Recommended. By Brian Pulido. Art by Jay Anacleto, J. Scott Campbell, Brom, Artgerm et al. An all star cast of creators offer up their takes on Pulido’s famous bad girl. Featuring two dozen never before seen images among more than 200 pages of illustration. Over-sized hardcover in a custom full color slipcase. All in full page, and full color, work by Jay Anacleto, Artgerm, Frank Cho, Brom, J. Scott Campbell, Greg Horn, Adam Hughes, Budd Root, Nei Ruffino, Billy Tucci, Mirka Andolfo, Ryan Brown, Greg Capullo, Elias Chatzoudis. Signed on the book cover by Brian Pulido. Evidently only some of the edition is signed, but all of our copies are signed. Coffin Comics, 2019. LDM01HS. HCW, 10x13, 200pg, FC $39.95 $34.95

SIGNED & SIGNED ON COVER LADY DEATH MASTERPIECES The Art of Lady Death Vol 2
Signed on the book cover by Brian Pulido! Highly recommended. By Brian Pulido. Features art by Jay Anacleto, J. Scott Campbell, Brom, Frank Cho, Nei Ruffino, Billy Tucci, Mirka Andolfo, Ryan Brown, Greg Capullo, Elias Chatzoudis, Jenevieve Broomall, Joe Benitez, Tamara Dragicevic, Ryan Brown, Jay Anacleto, Artgerm et al. An all star cast of creators offer up their takes on Pulido’s famous bad girl. Featuring two dozen never before seen images among more than 200 pages of illustration. Over-sized hardcover in a custom full color slipcase. All in full page, and full color, work by J. Scott Campbell, Artgerm, Frank Cho, Brom, J. Scott Campbell, Greg Horn, Adam Hughes, Budd Root, Nei Ruffino, Billy Tucci, Mirka Andolfo, Ryan Brown, Greg Capullo, Elias Chatzoudis. Signed on the book cover by Brian Pulido. Evidently only some of the edition is signed, but all of our copies are signed. Coffin Comics, 2019. LDM02HS. HCW, 10x13, 200pg, FC $39.95 $34.95

LADY DEATH MASTERPIECES The Art of Lady Death Vol 3 Signed
Signed by Brian Pulido & limited, 2500! Recommended. By Brian Pulido. Art by Jay Anacleto, J. Scott Campbell, Brom, Artgerm et al. An all star cast of creators offer up their takes on Pulido’s famous bad girl. Featuring two dozen never before seen images among more than 200 pages of illustration. Over-sized hardcover in a custom full color slipcase. All in full page, and full color, work by J. Scott Campbell, Artgerm, Frank Cho, Brom, J. Scott Campbell, Greg Horn, Adam Hughes, Budd Root, Nei Ruffino, Billy Tucci, Mirka Andolfo, Ryan Brown, Greg Capullo, Elias Chatzoudis. Signed on the book cover by Brian Pulido. Evidently only some of the edition is signed, but all of our copies are signed. Coffin Comics, 2019. LDM03HS. HCW, 10x13, 200pg, FC $39.95 $34.95
RETROSPECTIVE SCENES FROM A SENTIMENTAL WORLD: Background Illustrations and Scenes by 33 Japanese Artists. Recommended. By Waka Aokawa, Akina et al. This third book in the background illustration series focuses on touching, delicate and emotional scenes, gathering together a collection of cityscapes, countryside, a beach, a classroom after school, and a building roof top at dawn and dusk, sunrise and sunset. Here is a manga is the eloquent, beautifully colored feel of a Miyazaki film and the characters that we often find in them. PFE, 2019.


Disney Art Books

PENCILS, PENS & BRUSHES A Girls’ Guide to Disney Animation Highly Recommended. Art by Lorelay Bove. Based on Mindy Johnson’s critically acclaimed Disney Editions coffee table book, Ink & Paint: The Women of Disney’s Animation, this is a fun and inspiring look at many of the amazing women who have worked at Disney Animation over the years: Rae Mathews, Bea Hansen, Retta Scott, Mary Costa, Mary Blair, Elizabeth Chambers, Grace Huntington, Mary Goodrich, Berta “Bea” Tamargo, Retta Scott, Mary Costa, Mary Blair, Elizabeth Chambers, Grace Huntington, Mary Goodrich. Disney Press, 2019.

INK & PAINT The Women of Walt Disney’s Animation: From the 1920s to the 1980s. INKPH. $60.00 $49.95

MARY BLAIR’S UNIQUE FLAIR The Girl Who Became One of the Disney Legends. Recommended. By Amy Nevesky. Art by Brittney Lee. A lovely children’s picture book celebrating the career of Disney’s most famous female creator. Even as a child, Mary Blair loved color, and all she wanted to do was to make art. But becoming an artist wasn’t easy. Mary worked hard to enter contests and earn a spot at a school for the arts. She even had to work hard to find her place at the Walt Disney Studios. Disney Press, 2019.

MARUH. HC, 10x12, 40pg, FC $17.99

THEY DREW AS THEY PLEASED The Hidden Art of Disney’s Early Renaissance Vol 5 By Didier Ghez. Foreword by Don Hahn. In the 1970s and 1980s, the Disney animation studio redefined its creative vision. This latest volume from renowned Disney historian Didier Ghez profiles Ken Anderson and Mel Shaw, whose work defined beloved classic Disney characters from films like The Jungle Book, The Antacots, Robin Hood, and The Rescuers. With vivid descriptions of passages from the artists’ autobiographies and interviews, and never-before-seen images of their art and process, this visually rich collection offers a rare view of the Disney legends. Chronicle, 2019.

THD05H. HC, 11x9, 208pg, PC $60.00 $42.50

Disney’s Mid Century Era 1950s and 1960s Vol 4: THD04H. $60.00 $42.50

SELECTED WORKS BY VINCENT PETERS

Peters’s photographs are defined by their precision, love of detail, and exquisite lighting. With an aesthetic reminiscent of Jeanloup Sieff or Herb Ritts, Peters captures every detail in the dress or sculpture. In the early 1980s, before the release of The Empire Strikes Back, Peters collaborated on a wonderful run of Star Wars comics. This collection demonstrates Dean’s mastery of animation style, humor, and ladies, as well as his ability to show character in every face. Very, very nice. Caged Beagle, 2016. Mature Readers.

MANSKS. SC, 8x11, 48pg, PC $20.00

MANDY GO ROUND Signed. MANGRS. $20.00

MODELING MANDY Signed. MODMS. $20.00

See more Mandy on page 5.

SCRIBBLINGS 1 Signed Back in stock. Highly Recommended. By Dean Yeagle. Regularly published in Playboy magazine, Dean Yeagle has spent 35 years of his career as a comic artist, working on television ads and feature films. He’s also illustrated children’s books and magazines, and recently done work for Astonish Comics. This collection demonstrates Dean’s mastery of animation style, humor, and ladies, as well as his ability to show character in every face. Very, very nice. Caged Beagle, 2003. Mature Readers.

SCR015. SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w Vols 1-2. $15.00 ea: $15.00

Vols 4-7: SCR045, 05S, etc. $20.00 ea: $20.00

BOMBS AWAY A Terry Dodson Sketchbook Signed

All-new! Highly Recommended. One of our very favorite good-girl illustrators. Bombs Away is a collection of highlights from the last 3 years of Terry’s personal sketchbooks. The drawings include numerous character designs and figure studies, most but not all of heroines... including work for his upcoming IMAGE title Adventurermen! with Matt Fraction. Plus a how-to section about the creation of this cover, with Terry narrating the process step by step. Today Terry is also working on covers for Marvel’s Star Wars, Mr. and Mrs. X., and DC’s Wonder Woman. The hardcover gets the thumb up here. Flesk, 2019.

BOMB09S. SC, 6x8, 32pg, FC $15.00

Sketchbooks

MANDY AND SKOOT'S BIOGRAPHICAL SCRAPBOOK Signed Highly Recommended. By Dean Yeagle. All new! Mandy just turned 22; she works at various jobs (dog-walking, life guard, waitress-on-skates, fish wrangler at the aquarium) while studying oboe, environmental science, French poetry, Victorian novels and volunteering as a life-class model (for Art’s sake) at the art school where she also takes classes. They have, to date, not asked her for a single tuition payment. The lovely and very often unclothed young lady created by Playboy Magazine cartoonist Dean Yeagle. And our bestselling “convention sketchbook” each year. Caged Beagle, 2016. Mature Readers.

WSSWAHE. HCW, 12x17, 144pg, FC $125.00
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ANALOG The Art of Tommy Lee Edwards 2019 Sketchbook

Very impressive, finished work. One of our favorite sketchbooks this year.

Highly Recommended. Drawings and paintings, many highlighting top films as well as comics characters, in a variety of mixed media (watercolor, charcoal, ink, primacolor, pastel, gouache, etc.), often including preliminaries and in-process images. “[Tommy Edward’s] work is unlike anything you’ve ever seen.”—Guillermo del Toro. “Storytelling is first and foremost on his mind, with clarity for the audience take precedence over any stylistic choices.”—Albert Hughes (Book of Eli, Dead Presidents, From Hell) Not signed. Essential Sequential, 2019.

ANAL19. SC, 7x11, 84pg, PC
$25.00

THE ART OF JUAN JO GUARNIDO 2019 Sketchbook Signed

Recommended. A thick new sketchbook from the acclaimed artist behind Blacksad. 55 color pieces and over 100 ink or pencil pieces. Finished illustrations, commissions, painted roughs, and drawings. Of course, a panopoly of Blacksad characters, many with beautiful and sexy ladies, but also Spider-Man, Storm, Catwoman, and other surprises. Includes testimonials by Tim Sale, Dave Johnson, Dan Panosian, and Frank Cho. Squareback with cover flaps. Essential Sequential, 2019.

ARTJG19S. SC, 7x11, 58pg, PC
$30.00

DAN PANOSIAN URBAN BARBARIAN 2019 Sketchbook 2

More Artbook than Sketchbook; large, more pages, nice finished work. Highly Recommended. Four years in the making! A thick color collection of artwork from this comic book cover artist. Great covers (published and unpublished), pin-ups, commissions, and specialty drawings. Introduction by cinematographer and writer Terry Michelson. Many pieces include Dan’s comments. Actress Sandahl Bergman from the first Conan film; Usagi Yojimbo, Big Trouble in Little China, Hellboy, Black Bolt, Spidey and Mary Jane. Outstanding loose work that displays Tim’s ability to draw any subject and make it an attractive and fun image. Essential Sequential, 2019.

SP019S. SC, 8x11, 54pg, PC
$25.00

ARCHIE 1941

Recommended. By Mark Waid and Brian Augustyn. Art by Peter Krause. Archie Andrews and the gang get serious in a tale set in Riverdale on the eve and during World War II. First it’s everyone’s high school graduation! Then that last summer, a moment of peace before the war in Europe bears down, and Pearl Harbor is bombed. For Archie, Reggie and Moose, it’s enlistment and off to war in Europe! Solace alert—Veronica is the snooty rich girl, at least to start, and it’s Betty that has won Archie’s heart. Includes 22 pages of variant covers and a six-page interview with Waid and Augustyn. Very, very different but I liked it. Archie Comics, 2019.

ARC1941. SC, 7x10, 144pg, FC
$19.99 $15.99

CORTO MALTESE Vol 10 The Early Years

By Hugo Pratt. The protagonist of this tale, actually, is not the 18-year-old Corto, but Rasputin, a deserter from a Siberian rifle regiment, and the writer Jack London, who was a war correspondent in the region at that time. London is already friends with Corto and introduces the sailor to the unpredictable Russian, who even as a young man kills with disconcerting ease and is ready to lie and betray without hesitation. It is, however, “the beginning of a beautiful friendship” that continues throughout the series. Includes additional material that sets up the entire series, and never before published pages in which Corto and Rasputin were to start, and it’s Betty that has won Archie’s heart. Includes 22 pages of variant covers and a six-page interview with Waid and Augustyn. Very, very different but I liked it. Archie Comics, 2019.

COR10. SC, 9x11, 64pg, b&w
$49.99 $19.99

See our website or inquire for more Corto Maltese.
New on Sale!

**ART OF NESTOR REDONDO**

**HENRY PATRICK RAILEIGH The Confident Illustrator**
Our Highest Recommendation. By Christopher Raleigh. Henry Patrick Raleigh rose from school dropout at age 12 to esteemed Saturday Evening Post illustrator with the span of two decades. Raleigh was one of the highest paid newspaper and magazine artists in the US, creator of iconic World War I propaganda posters, and arguably the most prominent story illustrator of the Jazz Age. Beautifully done book! Auad, 2016.

**UNHUMAN THE ELEPHANTMEN Art of Ladrönn**

**YESTERDAY’S TOMORROWS**
Introduction by Paul Gravett (Escape). Recommended. By Grant Morrison, Tom Dartnall et al. Art by Rian Hughes. An eclectic and stylish collection of stories drawn by Rian Hughes, renowned illustrator and graphic designer, featuring his two collaborations with Eisner Award winner Grant Morrison. “Dan Dare” stars the iconic British character set in a grand modern landscape he no longer understands. “Really and Truly” is a high-octane psychedelic road-trip torn from the pages of cult comic 2000AD. Image, 2010. $24.99 $12.50

**BERSERK DELUXE EDITION Vol 2**
Genuine leather binding, massive 700 pages. Recommended. By Kentaro Miura. Now celebrating its 30th anniversary, the entire Berserk series is being released in handsome oversized bookshelf format, each collecting three volumes of the original manga. Young Guts is hardened into a warrior of fearsome prowess and fearless will, drawing the attention of the charismatic Griffith, commander of the elite mercenary legion, the Band of the Hawk. This crossroad will take Guts to fame and glory...and to damnation! Berserk has garnered legions of fans and inspiring TV series, feature films, and video games. $24.99 $12.50

**DOCTOR CTHULITTLE Signed**
Signed & numbered, 1000! Recommended. By G.D. Falksen. Art by Mark Wheatley. Join the mad Doctor Cthulittle and his stalwart companions as they race to save the universe from the unending hunger of an eldritch horror when it slithers from its seven-long slumber. The good Doctor sacrificed his sanity to learn the secrets of the elder gods, but will his knowledge be enough? $24.00 $12.50

**DISNEY**

**DISNEY DRACULA**
Starring Donald Duck. Recommended. By Bruno Enna. Art by Fabio Celoni. Jonathan Ratker (Mickey Mouse) receives an unexpected invitation from the mysterious Dracula, welcoming him to his castle in Bytown, England. His objective is to close a deal for his law firm, but he soon finds he is a prisoner! Meanwhile, Mickey’s love Minnina’s dear friend, Clara-Lucia, is ill after an encounter with an unidentified creature. Fun with dynamite artwork!! Dark Horse, 2019. $10.99

**DISNEY FRANKENSTEIN**
Starring Donald Duck. Recommended. By Bruno Enna. Art by Fabio Celoni and Luca Merli. This looks like great fun, and it’s fabulously, luridly drawn, packaged with detail. Donald Duck is Doctor Victor von Duckenstein—a doctor with a talent for the art of creation. Sent off to the desolate outskirts of the town of Ingolstadt by Uncle Scrooge, Victor searches for the secret to life! $10.99

**MICKY MOUSE The Quest for the Missing Memories**
Brand new 8-episode story. By Francesco Artibani. Art by Giorgio Cavazzano, Marco Gervasio et al. When Mickey is struck with amnesia, it’s up to his closest friends to remind him who he is and what he stands for! Join Goofy, Minnie Mouse, Pluto, Donald Duck, Uncle Scrooge, Eega Beeva, and more. By eight of Disney’s top artists, includes “Treasure in the Old Tree,” “Heroes of Mt. Ratmore,” “Queen of the River,” “Threat from the Future,” and more. $14.99

**UNHUMAN**
Anthology 10 Years of Comics

**THOUGHT BUBBLE**
Anthology 10 Years of Comics
H.P. LOVECRAFT’S AT THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS Vol 1
Highly Recommended. By Gou Tanabe. This manga adaptation of Lovecraft’s only complete novel is beautifully illustrated, with highly detailed and darkly moody artwork. I’m very impressed. This could be the best-ever adaptation, at least from the aspect of art, that I’ve seen to date. Journey into the deep caverns and even deeper time of Antarctica where the secret history of our planet is preserved—amidst the ruins of its first civilization, built by alien Elder Things and bio-engineered monstrosities. Dark Horse, 2019. HPLAT01, SC, 5x7, 298pg, b&w $19.99 $17.99

CHUTHULHU POSTER By Richard Luong: Slight crease to one of the corners that occurred in transit to us. CTHPO. 39x24, FC $26.00 $15.00

GRIMM UNIVERSE PRESENTS 2019 Cover B
Delris Santacruz
Variant cover by Santacruz. By Terry Kavanagh. Art by JG Miranda. The Grimm Universe is expanding. From an Age of Camelot to secret societies working the shadows, to the shapeshifting, soul-absorbing world of Elvira, more invaders are taking the board. Find out what awaits in the coming year with a collection of 8 brand new, never before released stories setting the stage for the next phase of the universe. This is a can’t miss issue! Includes The Black Knight, Oz “On the Run,” Van Helsing’s Daughter, our steam-punk heroine, “A Zombie is Born,” Dragonsblood, Robyn Hood “Side Job,” and Greetel in “Heartbreaker.” Zenescope, 2019. GRIMMB. Comic, 7x10, 64pg, FC $7.99

GRIMM UNIVERSE PRESENTS 2019 Cover C
John Royce

HORIZONTAL COLLABORATION
Recommended. By Navie. Art by Carole Maurel. “Horizontal Collaboration” is a term used to describe the sexual and romantic relationships that some French women had with members of the occupying German forces during World War II. In this poignant, female-centered graphic novel created by writer/artist duo Carole Maurel and Mademoiselle Navie, the taboo of “sleeping with the enemy” is explored through the story of a passionate, and forbidden, affair. In June 1942, married Rose (whose husband is a prisoner of war) intervenes in the detainment of her Jewish friend and then accidentally embarks on a secret relationship with the investigating German officer. Korero Press, 2019. HORIZH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $27.06 $24.95

ISABELLAE Vol 1

JAMES BOND ORIGIN Vol 1
Recommended. By Jeff Parker. Art by Bob Q. At last, the definitive account of James Bond’s exploits during World War II in an all-new story! March, 1941: Seventeen-year-old James Bond is a restless student in Scotland, an orphan eager to strike out and make his mark on the world. But a visit by an old family friend coincides with The War. James will fight through hell to survive, coming out the other side determined to make a difference. He’ll find his calling in a new British government service, secret in nature... Dynamite, 2019. JAM01H. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
LUCIFER Vol 1 The Infernal Comedy 7-page sketchbook bonus. Recommended. By Dan Waters and Neil Gaiman et al. Art by Max and Sebastian Fiumara et al. One of the Sandman Universe’s most mesmerizing characters—and very well drawn. The Prince of Darkness is missing, and from the look of things he’s not coming back. Blind, crippled, and without a penny to his name, the onetime ruler of Hell is now a wandering, unkempt old man trapped in a small town where sinister forces torment him at every turn. DC Vertigo, 2019. LUC01. SC, 7x10, 200pg, FC $16.99 $15.50

OUT OF THE BLUE Vol 2 Highly Recommended. By Garth Ennis. Art by Keith Bunn. Jamie Myrick’s fighter-bomber strike missions against the Germans get even deadlier, but his ongoing feud with his own commanding officer is no picnic either. His loving wife Beth provides a surprise or two of her own— but Jamie soon finds that there are those who’ve paid a steeper price than himself in the battle with Hitler’s Reich. The stage is set for a showdown high above the frozen fjords of Norway. Aftershock, 2019. OUTB02H. HCW, 9x12, 72pg, FC Vol 1: OUTB01H. $49.99 $17.99 $49.99 $17.99

SHANGHAI DREAM A French graphic novel, based on a screenplay by Edward Ryan and Yang Xie. Highly Recommended. By Philippe Thirault. Art by Jorge Miguel. In 1938 Berlin, aspiring filmmaker Bernard Hersch dreams of directing a screenplay by Edward Ryan and Yang Xie. The stage is set for a showdown high above the frozen fjords of Norway. Aftershock, 2019. SHADRL. SC, 8x10, 112pg, FC $17.95

STALINGRAD Letter from the Volga Handsomely rendered in a highly stylized style. Recommended. By Antonio Gigl and Daniel Ortega. From August 1942 to February 1943 this model industrial city was the site of the bloodiest battle of WWII. Here is a fast-paced depiction of this titanic struggle: explicit, crude, and without concessions. Almost two million Russian and German soldiers died on each side. The key to his success lies in the dunes in relative solitude, a little greenhouse and a small campground, where teenager Andrew Chevillard. Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone to process this. She decides to stay on the trip, bumping into strangers and strange people along the way. Beautifully drawn, translated from the French. Lion Forge, 2019. STAV01. HC, 7x10, 128pg, FC $19.95 $19.95

STAY A surreal story of one door closed, another opened. Recommended. By Lewis Trondheim, Art by Hubert Chevillard. Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone to process this. She decides to stay on the trip, bumping into strangers and strange people along the way. Beautifully drawn, translated from the French. Lion Forge, 2019. STAYH. HC, 7x10, 128pg, FC $49.99 $17.99

THE MAGICIANS Alice’s Story Highly Recommended. By Lew Grossman and Lilah Sturge. Art by Pius Bak. The Magicians Alice’s Story is an all new chapter set in the world of The Magicians trilogy of novels by Lev Grossman. Art by Blacky Shepherd. Herbert West—the Reanimator—first appeared in 1921 in a story by H.P. Lovecraft. Here he has long sought the secret to perfecting his “reagent” and thereby breaking death’s hold on mankind. The key to his success lies in the dunes in relative solitude, a little greenhouse and a small campground, where teenager Andrew Chevillard. Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone to process this. She decides to stay on the trip, bumping into strangers and strange people along the way. Beautifully drawn, translated from the French. Lion Forge, 2019. STH03. HCW, 9x12, 168pg, b&w $24.99 $24.99

VAMPIRELLA VS. REANIMATOR Collects #1-4 plus variant covers by Sayer, Virella, cosplay photos & more. By Cullen Bunn. Art by Blacky Shepherd. Herbert West—the Reanimator—first appeared in 1921 in a story by H.P. Lovecraft. Here he has long sought the secret to perfecting his “reagent” and thereby breaking death’s hold on mankind. The key to his success lies in the dunes in relative solitude, a little greenhouse and a small campground, where teenager Andrew Chevillard. Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone to process this. She decides to stay on the trip, bumping into strangers and strange people along the way. Beautifully drawn, translated from the French. Lion Forge, 2019. VAV01. HC, 7x10, 140pg, FC $17.99 $16.50

WATCHMEN New edition. 28 pages of bonus material. Our Highest Recommendation. By Alan Moore. Art by Dave Gibbons. This edition of Watchmen, the groundbreaking series from Alan Moore, features art from industry legend Dave Gibbons. Now an HBO original series. A world where the presence of American superheroes changed history—the U.S. won the Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War is in full effect. Considered the greatest graphic novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning story chronicles the fall of a group of superheroes plagued by all-too-human failings. DC, 2014. WATCM. SC, 7x10, 416pg, PC $24.99 $21.99

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Epic Collection Vol 4 The Goblin Lives! Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee et al. Art by John Romita et al. Spectacular Spider-Man was a full blown magazine, Marvel’s attempt to jump Spidey into the more mature magazine world. And they were GOOD: Norman Osborn’s memory has returned and with it, the Green Goblin—the only villain who knows Peter Parker is Spider-Man. Also featuring the first appearance of Captain Stacy. Plus 16 bonus pages. Marvel, 2019. AME04. SC, 7x10, 496pg, FC $34.99 $34.99

COLLECTED TOPPI Vol 1 Enchanted World Highly Recommended. By Cullen Bunn. Art by Blacky Shepherd. Herbert West—the Reanimator—first appeared in 1921 in a story by H.P. Lovecraft. Here he has long sought the secret to perfecting his “reagent” and thereby breaking death’s hold on mankind. The key to his success lies in the dunes in relative solitude, a little greenhouse and a small campground, where teenager Andrew Chevillard. Roland has planned the perfect vacation for Fabienne to discuss their future. But when unimaginable tragedy strikes, Fabienne is left alone to process this. She decides to stay on the trip, bumping into strangers and strange people along the way. Beautifully drawn, translated from the French. Lion Forge, 2019. COLT01H. HCW, 9x12, 168pg, b&w $24.99 $24.99

See page 38 for Vol 2.
GODZILLA KINGDOM OF MONSTERS
Collects #1-12, IDW, 2011-12. By Eric Powell, Tracy Marsh et al. Art by Phil Hester, Victor Santos et al. When Godzilla appears off the coast of Japan, the Japanese government must respond quickly to contain the disaster...but before long, other monsters begin appearing all over the world. Can humanity stop this mysterious onslaught of giant beasts? Featuring Anguinus, Battra, Destroyah, Gigan, Hedorah, King Ghidorah, Kumonga, Megachaggodzilla, Mothra, Rodan, Spacegodzilla, and Titanosaurus. Collects the entire 12-issue series for the first time. Bonus covers & b&w art. variant cover, IDW, 2019.
GODK. SC, 7x10, 304pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

GODZILLA KINGDOM OF MONSTERS
CRE29H. HC, 9x11, 248pg, b&w $49.99 $39.99
See our website or inquire for more Creepy Archives.

DC UNIVERSE BRONZE AGE Omnibus By Jack Kirby
Recommended. Legendary comics creator Jack Kirby’s mind-boggling imagination is on full display in this massive hardcover that includes tales of super-hero adventure, mystery, war, fantasy, and science fiction. For the first time, DC collects Kirby’s epic 1970s work from the pages of In The Days of the Mob #1, Super World #1, The Demon #1-6, The Sandman #1-6, OMAC #1-1, Our Fighting Forces #151-162, Super Powers #1-5 (1984), Super Powers #1-6 (1985), 1st Issue Special #1, 5 and 6, DC Comics Presents #64, Richard Dragon, Kung Fu Fighter #1-6, Super Powers #1-5 (1984), 1st Issue Special #1, 5 and 6, DC Comics Presents #64, Richard Dragon, Kung Fu Fighter #1-6, and Forbidden Tales of the Dark Mansion #6. DC, 2019.
DCUBH. HCW, 7x11, 1472pg, FC $150.00 $125.00
See our website or inquire for more DC Archives.

DECADES MARVEL IN THE 00’S Hitting the Headlines
By Bendis, Millar, Williams, Brubaker et al. Art by Bagley, Andy Kubert, Kyle Baker, John Cassaday, Steve Epting et al. Introducing a brand new Ultimate universe! featuring Wolverine, the origin of Wolverine, the powerful Sword of Ice into a magic sword. A wizened wizard summons a former dancing girl is being compelled to pose as a long-time of giants, dragons! Fantagraphics, 2019.

DECADES MARVEL IN THE 70’S Legion of Monsters, 80’s Awesome Evolutions, 90’s The Mutant X-Plosion: DEC70, 80, 90. ea: $24.99 $21.99

DISNEY MASTERS Vol 9 Mickey Mouse The Ice Sword Saga
In English for the first time, from Topolino, 1982-83. Recommended. By Massimo De Vita. The tyrannical Shadow Prince rules the otherworldly land of Argaar, and only a hero foretold by legend can dethrone him—by plunging the powerful Sword of Ice into a magic stone. A wizened wizard summons Mickey and Goofy, who soon find themselves embroiled in a royal rumble, dragon! Fantagraphics, 2019.
DM09H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
THE JOKER The Bronze Age Omnibus

THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA The Last Survivors of Earth! Vol 1 Collects #77-95, 1970-71. Featuring The Spectre, Aquaman, Solomon Grundy, Hawkman, Green Arrow... By Denny O'Neil, Mike Friedrich et al. Art by Dick Dillin, Joe Giella, Neal Adams. From their annual team-ups with the Justice Society of Earth-2 to ecological disasters to Thanagarian invaders, the JLA take on any challenge even an unexpected infiltration from the The Joker. Without a doubt, the 1970s was a great time for the JLA. From Superman, Batman and Wonder Woman, the league expanded its ranks to include a wide assortment of beloved characters. DC, 2019. JLA01. SC, 7x10, 416pg, FC $39.99 $34.99

MARVEL COMICS #1 80TH Anniversary Edition With essays and history by Roy Thomas, Will Murray and Les Daniels. Highly Recommended. By Bill Everett, Carl Burgos, Paul Gustavson, Rich Buckler, Alex Ross et al. The #1 comic book that started it all for Marvel in 1939, presented better than ever, together with an extensive array of bonus stories! Marvel Comics 1 promised action, mystery and adventure, and it delivered! Now, Marvel Comics 1 in both a colorized version and the original color—it's the actual source pages themselves—along with bonus artwork, original house ads, pulp covers, homages to its iconic cover, the entire history of Marvel, from pulp producer to icon, reminiscences by Thomas on Burgos and Everett, and much more! Marvel, 2019. MARCO1H. HC, 7x11, 232pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

MARVEL COMICS The World Outside Your Window Recommended. The Marvel Universe has always reflected the world outside your window—from the moment Captain America punched Hitler before the U.S. declared war, to the present day! Marvel's characters often faced relevant, real-life issues, from grappling with alcoholism, to participating in politics, to celebrating diversity and everything in between! These powerful stories from Marvel's 80-year history tackle heavy-hitting subjects including drug abuse, teen suicide, HIV, terrorism, school shootings and more! Marvel, 2019. MARWH. HCW, 7x11, 320pg, FC $50.00 $39.95

MARVEL MASTERWORKS Captain America Vol 11 Collects Captain America #201-214 & Annual #4, 1976-77. Recommended. By Jack Kirby. Jack Kirby concludes his 70's Captain America tenure with adventures that only the King of the Marvel Age of Comics could create! It begins when the Falcon goes missing in an other-dimensional asylum that's run by the inmates! The tale of the U.S. Agent and Agron the Unburied One is a tense sci-fi horror thriller. "The Swine" features iconic moments: the debut of Amim Zolar; the return of the Red Skull; and Nazi X, the android with Hitler's brain! Plus an Annual with Cap vs. Magneto and the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants! Marvel, 2019. MCA11H. HC, 7x10, 304pg, FC $76.00 $65.00

MARVEL VISIONARIES Roy Thomas Relive some of Rascally Roy Thomas' greatest stories as, under his pen, the Fantastic Four confront racism, social injustice and...the Impossible Man?! Plus, the Vision joins the Avengers! The Hulk finds his way to the Deadlands! The Sub-Mariner fights Dragon Man! Captain Marvel escapes the Murder Maze! The origin of the Invaders! Doctor Strange's secrets revealed! Dracula in Salem and the X-Men in Japan! And who is Starr the Slayer? Plus rarely seen stories of humor and romance from Marvel's Silver Age! Marvel, 2019. MARVRT. SC, 7x10, 352pg, FC $34.99 $29.99


JOHN ROMITA SR.: MARVJR. $34.99 $29.99


MYSTERIOUS STORIES Vol 1 Collects #2-7, 1954-56. Highly Recommended. Art by Angelo Torres, A.C. Hollingsworth, Hy Fleishman, et al. This is a sleeper! George Woodbridge was a brilliant but unrecognized artist. Here are three covers and a story, collaborating with Angelo Torres on the cover and story in #3. Feldt horror stories also featuring more than 200 of the most unsung artists: Kurt Schaffenberger, Richard Doxece and Cal Massey. PS Artbooks, 2019. MYS01H. HCW, 7x10, 216pg, FC $44.99

NOT BRAND ECHH The Complete Collection Collects Not Brand Echh #1-13, 1967-68; #14, 2017, plus material from several other titles. Highly Recommended. When Stan Lee set the tone for the Marvel Age of Comics, it came with a healthy dose of humor. Stan—along with Jack Kirby, Colan, and Marie Severin let loose, with a Mad Magazine inspired spoof of their own heroes! Marvel, 2019. NOTBE. SC, 474pg, FC $39.99 $34.99

NOT BRAND ECHH The Complete Collection Collects Not Brand Echh #1-13, 1967-68; #14, 2017, plus material from several other titles. Highly Recommended. When Stan Lee set the tone for the Marvel Age of Comics, it came with a healthy dose of humor. Stan—along with Jack Kirby, Colan, and Marie Severin let loose, with a Mad Magazine inspired spoof of their own heroes! Marvel, 2019. NOTBE. SC, 474pg, FC $39.99 $34.99

| **PRE-CODE CLASSICS BAFFLING MYSTERIES Vol 4** | Collects #20-24, 1954-55. Recommended. Art by Jim McLaughlin, Lou Cameron, Jay Scott Pike et al. This closes out the run, leading off with #20 and of course the classic bondage cover. #25 sports a surrealistic cover. Gene Colan, Sy Grudko, Louis Zansky, Ken Rice, Marsi Rowan, Mike Sekowsky, Maurice Gutworth and George Appel. PS Artbooks, 2019. |
| **PCBM04H.** HCW, 7x10, 184pg, FC | $44.99 |

| **PCFH04H.** HCW, 7x10, 184pg, FC | $44.99 |

| **PCC03H.** HCW, 7x10, 184pg, FC | $44.99 |

| **Vol 2 #9-5, 1953-54, PCC02H.** | $44.99 |

| **SILVER SURFER PARABLE 30th Anniversary** | Collects #1-2, 1989, winner of the Eisner Award. Highly Recommended. One of the all-time great stories of the Silver Surfer, by Stan Lee and visionary French artist Jean Giraud, aka Moebius— as stunning now as it was 30 years ago! A star falls to earth. Panic grips the planet. But the star is a ship, and inside is a god. All he asks is adoration. The Silver Surfer, knows this “god” as his former master! Bonus 32 pages. Marvel, 2019. |
| **SILVPH.** HCW, 10x13, 88pg, PC | $26.99 | $34.99 |

| **SWAMP THING Roots of Terror** | Superstar writers Tom King (Batman: Heroes in Crisis) and Brian Azzarello (Batman: Damned, Joker) and Len Wein. Swamp Thing is out of his element as he shepherds a lost boy through a blinding blizzard and an avalanche, frozen tundra. Plus, on Halloween, the barrier between worlds grows thin—and only Swamp Thing can face the monsters that cross over. And the story originally intended as the start of a new series, presented here with art by Kelley Jones. DC, 2019. |
| **SARW4.** HC, 7x11, 188pg, PC | $17.99 | $15.99 |

| **TOMB OF DRACULA Day of Blood, Night of Redemption** | Collects the complete Epic Comics series #1-4, 1991-92 Highly Recommended. By Mary Wollman. Art by Gene Colan and Al Williamson. Dracula is dead, but his last living descendant, Frank Drake, is being manipulated by a shadowy occult investigator who plans to revive the lord of the vampires. When Dracula himself comes roaring back to life, can Blade the Vampire Hunter be far behind? Marvel, 2019. |
| **TOMDB.** SC, 7x10, 200pg, FC | $24.99 | $22.99 |

| **VAMPIRELLA ARCHIVES Vol 1 New Printing** | Collects Vampirella Magazine #1-7, 1969. Highly Recommended. Vampirella #1 debuted with a stunning cover by the legendary Frank Frazetta and quickly made publishing history. Contributors to the original run included Jose Gonzalez, Bernie Wrightson, Barry Windsor Smith, Esteban Maroto, Frank Brunner, Mike Ploog, Rudy Nebres, Richard Corben, Pablo Marcos, Wally Wood. All long out of print, here is a new printing of the first seven issues! Dynamite, 2019. |
| **VAM01H.** HC, 8x10, 392pg, bdw | $49.99 | $42.50 |

| **WEIRDWORLD The Dragonmaster of Klarin** | Collects material from Epic Illustrated #8, 11-13, Marvel Special Action #1, 1976-79. Recommended. By Doug Moench. Art by John Buscema. Elves Tyndall and the beautiful Velanna have already had several adventures in this mysterious land, but when a powerful wizard threatens lives, the troubled troupe is off on a new and deadly quest, in search of the magic blade known as the Glorywand. Goblins, dragons and the undead lie in wait on their epic journey across Weirdworld. Marvel, 2019. |
| **WEIR.** SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC | $15.99 |

| **WONDER WOMAN By John Byrne Vol 3** | Collects #125-136. Art by Byrne et al. In these tales from the 1990s written and illustrated by John Byrne, Wonder Woman is greatness—wounded—and to save her life, Zeus transforms her from an Amazon to the goddess of truth. And with no one to play the role of Wonder Woman, Diana’s own mother, Queen Hippolyta of the Amazons, becomes the new Wonder Woman. DC, 2019. |
| **WWJB03H.** HC, 7x10, 312pg, FC | $99.99 | $34.99 |

| **Vol 2 Woman Wonder (2nd) #115-124, Wonder Woman Annual #5-6, 1996-97. WWJB02B1.** | $99.99 | $34.99 |

| **WONDER WOMAN THE GOLDEN AGE Vol 3** | Collects Sensation Comics #52-36. Wonder Woman #8-11, Comic Cavalcade #6-8 & Big All-American, all from 1944. Highly Recommended. By William Moulton Marston. Art by Harry G. Peter. Wonder Woman battles saboteurs, spies, Nazis and evildoers. Wonder Woman was a superhero like no other, treating even her enemies with compassion. DC, 2019. |
| **WWGA03.** SC, 7x10, 384pg, FC | $29.99 | $22.99 |

| **Vol 1: WWGA01.** | $24.99 |
| **Vol 2: WWGA02.** | $29.99 | $22.99 |
DIGEST ENTHUSIAST Vol 10
See our website or inquire for more Digest Enthusiast.

THE SHADOW #142
Five Ivory Boxes, A Quarter of Eight and Ten Glass Eyes. Recommended. Art by Walter Gibson. Art by Paul Orban and Edd Cartier. Three classic pulp thrillers: first, The Shadow investigates the mystery of “Five Ivory Boxes” as a murderer returns to exact vengeance on a man already dead! Then, four pieces of an ancient pirate coin lead to incredible riches—and deadly danger! Finally, Lamont Cranston seeks the solution to a seemingly perfect murder in “Ten Glass Eyes.” BONUS: Nick Carter solves the mystery of “The 4th Card” in an illustrated detective story, “Crime Goes to College.” This Shadow Returns to exact vengeance on a man already dead! Then, four pieces of an ancient pirate coin lead to incredible riches—and deadly danger! Finally, Lamont Cranston seeks the solution to a seemingly perfect murder in “Ten Glass Eyes.” BONUS: Nick Carter solves the mystery of “The 4th Card” in an illustrated detective story, “Crime Goes to College.” This Shadow #143
The Shadow Meets the Mask and Toll of Death & bonus story, 1941, 1944. Recommended. By Walter Gibson. Art by Paul Orban. The law is powerless to uncover the true identity of a frozen-faced fiend until “The Shadow Meets the Mask.” Then, a panoramic shadow of doom casts a “Toll of Death” upon Lamont Cranston! Plus a Chick Carter story, “Crime Goes to College.” This collector’s classic showcases both original color covers by Graves Gladney and Modest Stein and the interior illustrations by Paul Orban, with historical commentary by Bill Murray. SC, 1941, 7x10, 112pg, Text/b&w $14.95
See our website or inquire for more The Shadow.

GREMON, SC, 7x10, 230pg, Text/b&w $29.95
MANGA The Citi Exhibition
The History of Manga, based on an exhibit at The British Museum. 350 pages! Recommended. Edited by Nicole Rousmaniere and Mutsaba Ryoko. Arranged into six thematic chapters, each with an essay, four comics, interviews with artists, editors and publishers and art selections from manga works, manga magazines, original drawings, theater, film, and animation. This overview of the first 30 years of manga and its explosion after WWII to the present day. Profusely illustrated. Thames & Hudson, 2019.

BATMAN The Animated Series Batcycle And Action Figure
Sculpted by Irene Matar & Kushwara Studios. Gotham City is a dense, sprawling city with tall buildings, busy highways and dark alleys. In his quest to protect the city, sometimes Batman needs a vehicle to go where the Batmobile cannot. Enter the Batcycle. Based on the design from the Batman: The Animated Series, this stylish figure set comes with a sleek, deco-inspired, streamlined light-up Batcycle and a movable Batman figure, with jointed arms and legs and an alternate cowled head. Oblong clear-view box. DC, 2019. BATHY, 6” tall, FC $70.00

DC COMIC GALLERY BATWOMAN PVC Diorama Statue
Special Order—takes 3-4 weeks! Recommended. Designed by Ceasar. Sculpted by Jean Steen. Never send Batman to do a Batwoman’s job! Kate Kane, in her brilliant red and black costume, drops into the spotlight in this dramatic action pose. Designed by Ceasar. Sculpted by Jean Steen. Never send Batman to do a Batwoman’s job! Kate Kane, in her brilliant red and black costume, drops into the spotlight in this dramatic action pose. From the new DC Gallery Diorama series. With her striking red hair and a big smile, she’s ready to take on the situation, 8-inch sculpture, made of high-quality vinyl with exacting paint details, it comes packaged in a full-color window box. Very nicely done, and at a price far lower than the typical statues, because it’s made with PVC. Includes a cool well-designed base. Diamond Select Toys, 2019. DCGBW, 8” tall, FC $55.00

DC DESIGNER SERIES WONDER WOMAN Statue
By Jenny Frison
Limited, 5,000! Designed and sculpted by Jenny Frison. Sculpted by Jack Matthews. This statue, taken from a celebrated, Jenny Frison—illustrated cover of the Rebirth era of the Wonder Woman comics series, takes Frison’s vision and expands it into three dimensions for a highly detailed showcase. Cast in polyresin, the statue captures a Wonder Woman who is prepared for battle, armed with her shield, an Amazonian spear and the Lasso of Truth on her hip. Quite large, good details. DC, 2019. DCDWWJ, 16” tall, FC $150.00

MANGA The Citi Exhibition
The History of Manga, based on an exhibit at The British Museum. 350 pages! Recommended. Edited by Nicole Rousmaniere and Mutsaba Ryoko. Arranged into six thematic chapters, each with an essay, four comics, interviews with artists, editors and publishers and art selections from manga works, manga magazines, original drawings, theater, film, and animation. This overview of the first 30 years of manga and its explosion after WWII to the present day. Profusely illustrated. Thames & Hudson, 2019.

Pin-Up & Erotic Art

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #2 Comic Set
Set of five variant covers—interior is the same. By Julius Ohta, Scott Chantler, David Williams, & photo. Recommended. By David Avallone. Art by Julius Ohta. A new dimensional shift finds our heroine with sharpened canines, an eye-catching monokini, and a taste for blood. The Crisis on Infinite Betties continues, and only our Pin-Up Protagonist can save the multiverse, in part two of the epic four-part saga from writer David Avallone (Elsira: Mistress of the Dark) and artist Julius Ohta (Sherlock Holmes). Fun story. Dynamite, 2019. BPU02P, Comic, 7x10, 32pg ea, FC $19.99

BETTIE PAGE UNBOUND #3 Comic Set
Set of five variant covers—interior is the same. By Julius Ohta, Scott Chantler, David Williams, John Royle & a photo cover. By David Avallone. Art by Julius Ohta. The Crisis on Infinite Betties goes interplanetary romance when Bettie’s next dimensional leap finds her wearing the tiara, and carrying the sword, of a Princess of Mars! The Great Old Ones are shattering reality itself, and only the Beauty with the Bangs can keep their grubby tentacles off our multiverse! She’s hooked up with a John Carter look-alike but he’s far more callous and flirty than our ERB hero. Bettie now seems to be a Princess of Mars—but her means to get back to earth and her own time has been stolen from her... Dynamite, 2019. BPU03P, Comic, 7x10, 32pg ea, FC $19.99

Pulps & Pulp Fiction

GREAT MONSTER MAGAZINES 1950s, 60s and 70s. By Robert Michael Cotter. This is a critical overview of the first 30 years of magazines that focus primarily on popular horror movies and magazines that contain stories featuring monsters. This examines the rise and fall of these magazines, and the contributions of Warren and their iconic Famous Monsters. All genres, from Zombies to Conan to the Bangs can keep their grubby tentacles off our multiverse! She’s hooked up with a John Carter look-alike but he’s far more callous and flirty than our ERB hero. Bettie now seems to be a Princess of Mars—but her means to get back to earth and her own time has been stolen from her... Dynamite, 2019. BPU03P, Comic, 7x10, 32pg ea, FC $19.99

GREAT MONSTER MAGAZINES 1950s, 60s and 70s. By Robert Michael Cotter. This is a critical overview of the first 30 years of magazines that focus primarily on popular horror movies and magazines that contain stories featuring monsters. This examines the rise and fall of these magazines, and the contributions of Warren and their iconic Famous Monsters. All genres, from Zombies to Conan to...
CITY OF PLEASURE
Paris Between the Wars
Recommended. By Alexandre Dupouy.
In this uncensored and fascinating photographic record of the period, historian Alexandre Dupouy pulls back the curtains on Paris’s eye-opening erotic life, revealing the delights of its fetish scene, its licensed brothels and gay nightclubs, the first sex shop chains, erotic photography, pornographic art and much more. Uncensored, titillating, and utterly fascinating look at the sexual excesses of the inter-war period. Explicit. Excellent quality photos, all new to us.

By Alexandre Dupouy.
Recommended.

VOYEUR: Color, 7x10, 24pg, b&w
Limited, 450! Recommended.

City of pleasure nude cover E
Limited, 450! Recommended. Cover by Budd Root. Great nude cover with lots of detail, a departure for Budd. She’s doing the Action #1 Supermanlifting-up-the-car deal, complete with dinosaur. Fun. Amryl, 2019.

Mature Readers.
Cavrpe.
Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w
$12.00

CAVEWOMAN RIPTIDE Nude Cover D
Limited, 450! Recommended. Art & story by Devon Massey. Cover by Budd Root. Meriem and Carrie are enjoying a beach picnic on a beautiful summer day. Taking a walk, they happen upon the corpse of a missing girl from Marshville. Following the clues, they realize that they are on the trail of Meriem’s deadly and mysterious underwater enemy. Amryl, 2019. Mature Readers.
Cavrpid.
Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w
$12.00

CAVEWOMAN RIPTIDE Nude Cover E
Limited, 450! Recommended. Cover by Budd Root. Great nude cover with lots of detail, a departure for Budd. She’s doing the Action #1 Supermanlifting-up-the-car deal, complete with dinosaur. Fun. Amryl, 2019.

Mature Readers.
Cavrpe.
Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w
$12.00

CITY OF PLEASURE
The Seductress
Originally released, 1969. Marie Liljedahl is Eugenie, an innocent young woman taken to an island paradise where she is initiated into a world of pleasure and pain controlled by the sinister Dolmane (Christopher Lee). Jack Taylor and Maria Rohm co-star in this legendary erotic classic from Jess Franco. But when she surrenders to her fantasies, Eugenie becomes trapped by drugs, sadomasochism and murder. Blue Underground, 2019. Mature Readers.
Euge.
DVD, 87 min, 1 disc, FC
$19.95

MARQUIS DE SADE’S JUSTINE DVD
By Jesse Franco. Romina Power (18-year-old daughter of Tyrone Power) stars as Justine, a noble young virgin cast out of a French orphanage and thrust into a depraved world of prostitution, sadomasochism, and murder. This is an erotic art from the oldest civilizations up to Harriet’s benefit. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Mascarad.
Blu-ray & DVD, 83 min, 2 discs Full Color
$32.98

THE PINK LADIES BLU-RAY & DVD
Originally released, 1978. Directed by Roger Watkins. Starring Vanessa Del Rio, Samantha Fox, Robin Byrd et al. The lives and fantasies of four Long Island housewives...and their husbands...and their lovers. As fantasy and reality collide, The Pink Ladies are whisked into an ever stranger sensual world of secret desires and secret lovers. Mixing light comedy with touches of low key surrealism, director Roger Watkins satirizes suburban sexual mores while exploring the hidden pleasures that even the most seemingly chaste housewives and businessmen can’t help but enjoy. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Mascarad.
Blu-ray & DVD, 83 min, 2 discs Full Color
$32.98

VOYEUR: Color, 7x10, 24pg, b&w
Limited, 450! Recommended.

MATURE ADS
MASCARA BLU-RAY & DVD
Originally released, 1978. Directed by Henri Pachard and Roberta Findlay. Starring Lisa De Leeuw, Lee Carroll et al. Harriet (Lisa De Leeuw; Dixie Ray: Hollywood Star) lives a repressed existence, working as a secretary in a Manhattan office. After discovering that her boss is secretly seeing a prostitute named Lucy (Lee Carroll; The Seductress), Harriet works up the courage to approach her to see if she can help her overcome her inhibitions. As the two women from very different walks of life become closer and closer friends, eventually moving in together, Lucy begins to feel that she’s losing her identity to Harriet’s benefit. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Mascarad.
Blu-ray & DVD, 83 min, 2 discs Full Color
$32.98

THE PINK LADIES BLU-RAY & DVD
Originally released, 1978. Directed by Roger Watkins. Starring Vanessa Del Rio, Samantha Fox, Robin Byrd et al. The lives and fantasies of four Long Island housewives...and their husbands...and their lovers. As fantasy and reality collide, The Pink Ladies are whisked into an ever stranger sensual world of secret desires and secret lovers. Mixing light comedy with touches of low key surrealism, director Roger Watkins satirizes suburban sexual mores while exploring the hidden pleasures that even the most seemingly chaste housewives and businessmen can’t help but enjoy. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Adult DVDs
EUGENIE The Story of Her Journey
Into Perversion DVD
Originally released, 1969. Marie Liljedahl is Eugenie, an innocent young woman taken to an island paradise where she is initiated into a world of pleasure and pain controlled by the sinister Dolmane (Christopher Lee). Jack Taylor and Maria Rohm co-star in this legendary erotic classic from Jess Franco. But when she surrenders to her fantasies, Eugenie becomes trapped by drugs, sadomasochism and murder. Blue Underground, 2019. Mature Readers.
Euge.
DVD, 87 min, 1 disc, FC
$19.95

MARQUIS DE SADE’S JUSTINE DVD
By Jesse Franco. Romina Power (18-year-old daughter of Tyrone Power) stars as Justine, a noble young virgin cast out of a French orphanage and thrust into a depraved world of prostitution, sadomasochism, and murder. This is an erotic art from the oldest civilizations up to Harriet’s benefit. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Mascarad.
Blu-ray & DVD, 83 min, 2 discs Full Color
$32.98

THE PINK LADIES BLU-RAY & DVD
Originally released, 1978. Directed by Roger Watkins. Starring Vanessa Del Rio, Samantha Fox, Robin Byrd et al. The lives and fantasies of four Long Island housewives...and their husbands...and their lovers. As fantasy and reality collide, The Pink Ladies are whisked into an ever stranger sensual world of secret desires and secret lovers. Mixing light comedy with touches of low key surrealism, director Roger Watkins satirizes suburban sexual mores while exploring the hidden pleasures that even the most seemingly chaste housewives and businessmen can’t help but enjoy. Vinegar Syndrome, 2019.

Adult DVDs
**2020 Calendars** All calendars are 12x12, 24pg, and in full color unless otherwise noted.

- **Alice in Wonderland**
  Recommended. By Lewis Carroll.
  $14.99

- **Alphonse Mucha**
  Recommended. Alphonse Mucha (Czeck, 1860-1939) believed that beautiful art improved the quality of life. He focused on nature—the seasons, flowers, gems, the arts—all with harmonious colors and decorative elements, starring beautiful women in diaphanous gowns. Pomegranate, 2019.
  $14.99

- **Android Jones Psychedelic & Visionary Art**
  Our Highest Recommendation. By Android Jones. Step into the mind-bending universe of digital painter Android Jones. He started his career with George Lucas at Industrial Light and Magic. This might just be our favorite this year. Amber Lotus, 2019.
  $14.99

- **Anton Seder Art Nouveau**
  Highly Recommended. At the end of the 19th century, artist and professor Anton Seder published *Die Pflanze in Kunst und Gewerbe* (The plant in art and trade), two volumes of two hundred images, stunning in their artistry and graceful depiction of nature. Here are 12 of the finest plates from that rare folio edition. Pomegranate, 2019.
  $14.99

- **Joseph Broader Artificial Memory**
  Very limited, fine art oversized calendar. These are plates of Joseph Broader symbolic engravings that portray world history by century, beginning with the 7th century B.C.E. and ending at 1827. A devoted art fan has produced this very high quality calendar. Calligraphy, 2019.
  $19.95

- **William Nicholson The Square Book of Animals**
  Recommended. First published by William Heineman, London, 1900 and today one of Nicholson's scarcest illustrated books. The first-ever calendar we have had on this artist, and in a tiny limited edition. A specialty calendar featuring beautiful and very scarce artwork. Calligraphy, 2019.
  $19.95

- **Women of Myth and Magic**
  $14.99

- **Fractal Cosmos**
  The Mathematical Art of Alice Kelley
  Highly Recommended. Fractals are visual depictions of mathematical equations behind natural phenomena such as crystal growth formation, plant structure, weather patterns...and even galaxy formation! Computer-generated designs of Alice Kelley. Entirely new and fascinating. Amber Lotus, 2019.
  $14.99

- **Tolkien Alan Lee**
  Recommended. Immerse yourself in J. R. R. Tolkien's fantasy trilogy, featuring artwork from the acclaimed Alan Lee, illustrator of the centenary edition of *The Lord of the Rings* and whose concept art was used to create the live films. All-new illustrations from Alan Lee’s forthcoming Hobbit Sketchbook. Harper, 2019.
  $14.99

- **Android Jones & Julie Bell Fantasy**
  $14.99
CTHULHU

THE FANTASY ART OF FRANK FRAZETTA
Recommended. Two early Conan paintings for paperback covers, Mothman, Tales from the Crypt (EC paperback cover), Black Star, The Giant, Egyptian Queen, Priestess and the Panther. Frank Frazetta is one of the most influential 20th century fantasy/sci fi artists. Sellers, 2019. FRAZZ20. 10x14 $14.99

THE FANTASY ART OF LUIS ROYO
Spanish artist Luis Royo’s sensual paintings of women in apocalyptic landscapes and fantasy worlds have captivated fans of science fiction and erotica for decades. Here is selected artwork from the Malefic Times series of books—bold beautiful, dark and dangerous women. Sellers, 2019. LR20. $14.99

WILD WOMAN RISING
GODDESS. WARRIOR. HEALER. REBEL.
New this year! By Angi Sullins and Sophie Wilkins. Images of strong women with great mythological details, from wild animals to elaborate headdresses and far more. Amber Lotus, 2019. WILD20. $14.99

GEORGE R.R. MARTIN
A Song of Ice and Fire
Recommended. Illustrations by John Howe known for his stunning work in Tolkien’s Middle-Earth. Fantastic beasts abound in George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series, A Song of Ice and Fire: sphinxes, krakens, sea dragons and ice spiders—creatures both real and legendary. Bantam, 2019. GSF20. $17.00

START! THE FANTASY ART OF VIRGIL FINLAY

COSPLAY

R. CRUMB
Recommended. Prolific American cartoonist R. Crumb is known for his satire of modern American culture. Here are 12 of his fantastic cartoons, including Fritz the Cat, Keep on Truckin’ and covers of Weirdo. It’s an excellent cross-section of work, with nothing too offensive and seven pieces in full color. Mature Viewers. Flame Tree, 2019. RC20. PC $14.99

VINTAGE DC COMICS

VINTAGE DC COMICS BATMAN
Highly Recommended. Join Batman, Robin, and a host of supporting characters richly restored and reproduced from covers that were created in the golden and silver ages of DC Comics. The caped crusaders can be seen in a dazzling dozen vintage calendar covers. Images are perforated for easy removal. Asgard, 2019. VNB20. Wirebound, 9x13 $16.95

VINTAGE DC COMICS SUPERMAN
Recommended. Each page perforated to remove and reuse as a print or poster. Journey back to the Golden Age and Silvert Age with Superman, Superboy, Krypto the Superdog, Lois Lane, Bizarro, and “The Terrible Toyman”. Asgard, 2019. VIDS20. Wirebound, 9x13 $16.95
2020 Calendars

**VINTAGE SUPERGIRL**
Recommended. Perforated detachable pages turn each image into a hangable print. Silver and Bronze Age cover art of carefully selected Supergirl appearances. Just the second calendar collection of her vintage covers.
Asgard, 2019.
VIS20. Wirebound, 9x13 $16.95

**VINTAGE WONDER WOMAN**
Recommended. Perforated detachable pages. Created by writer William Moulton Marston (under the pseudonym Charles Moulton) and artist Harry G. Peter, and introduced in All-Star Comics #8 (December 1941). Golden Age and Silver Age covers from Wonder Woman, Sensation and other rare DC titles.
Asgard, 2019.
VINW20. Wirebound, 9x13 $16.95

**VINTAGE SCI-FI**
Recommended. One of our bestsellers each year, and often the most popular “Vintage” calendar. Otherworldly, astounding, bizarre, and beautiful collection of cover art from the Golden Age of Science Fiction from during the 1920s-1950s. Unknown writers like Asimov, Bradbury, got their start in these.
Asgard, 2019.
VINS20. Wirebound, 9x13 $16.95

**THE ART OF MAGIC**
Vintage Magician Posters. Recommended. This dazzling collection of images captures the golden age of magic (1875-1930), when sleight of hand, death-defying feats, the devil and the paranormal inspired a trend in poster art. By renowned illustrators and lithographers—virtually all new to us.
ARTM20. $14.99

**WORLDS OF FICTION**
Film, pulp and digest covers: Amazing Bigfoot Stories, Thrilling Wonder, H.G. Wells’ Things to Come, Kidnapped into the Future (great Harold MacCauley), Whom the Gods Would Slay, Gernsback’s Science and Invention, Tarantula, two offbeat slightly humorous works from F&SF magazine, and more.
Tushita, 2019.
WF20. $14.95

**RETRO PIN-UPS (Gifted)**
Much like the Avonside Retro Pinups, this also features modern women who are posed in vintage outfits, hairstyles, and classic lingerie down to stockings and high heels. Gifted, 2019.
Mature Readers.
RPU20. $14.99

**VINTAGE BURLESQUE**
Recommended. Featuring cabaret costumes, scantily clad chorus girls and burlesque dancers—the best vintage photographs from the mid-20th century to the 1960s. Flamboyant vintage burlesque—captions further detail each scene and who’s starring. Feather dances, silhouette gags, see-through costumes.
Flame Tree, 2019.
VB20. b&w $14.99

**CINEMA NOIR**
Tushita, 2019.
CN20. $14.95

**PULP ATTACK**
Recommended. Some classics, many fresh images—interesting works new to us include Night Nurse, The Root of his Evil, Naked and Alone, Women in Crime, Something Wild, The Prisoner, Satan was a Man... Rare softcore digest 1940s-50s, vintage paperback, one movie poster, one magazine cover.
Tushita, 2019.
Mature Readers.
PULP20. 28pg $14.95

**PIN-UP GIRLS GIL ELVGREN**
Gil Elvgren’s delightfully daring pinups are brought to life each month with this calendar that features 13 of his leading ladies caught in some rather precarious situations. Elvgren’s pin-up girls will take you back to a time when soft curls, bold curves, and unabashed femininity were in demand and on display.
Orange Circle, 2019.
PIG20. $14.99

**PIN-UP HISTORY**
Highly Recommended. Hot, sexy ladies, several fully nude, by various pin-up artists from the 1940s and 50s. I recognize two or three by Fritz Willis. A sharp early “blue boom” full nude, a very steamy full nude lady posted in her bedroom—good variety of images, perhaps one Elvgren.
Tushita, 2019.
Mature Readers.
PI20. $14.95

**RETRO PINUPS (Avonside)**
New photographs of today’s women in classic, vintage outfits and settings. No full nudity, but lots of teasing poses in nyons and sexy outfits, lots of legs and cleavage and fun, teasing pin-up poses. Use this tasteful wall calendar at home or at the office.
Avonside, 2019.
RETP20. 26pg $14.99
THE ART OF OLIVIA Featuring Bettie Page

GREG HILDEBRANDT AMERICAN BEAUTIES
Highly Recommended. Greg Hildebrandt continues to create original pinup paintings as part of his American Beauties series. He spoofs all the genres, using sexy girls and their centerpiece art: sci-fi, surfing, hot cars, even a war-birds pin-up piece. Fun and sexy. Zebra, 2019. GH20. $15.99

LORENZO SPERLONGA BIG GUNS Signed
 Entirely dedicated to Lorenzo’s paintings of sexy fantasy women, outlaws and provocative sharpshooters in latex and leather. He mixes up western to sci-fi, passing through steampunk and fantasy. Two glamorous pinups each month! Lorenzo Sperlonga, 2019. Mature Readers. LSBG20. $19.95

WINGS OF ANGELS
By Michael Malak. Known for vintage 1940’s style glamour photography, photographer Michael Malak has combined classic beauty with some of the most recognizable aircraft of World War II. A look back to an era when sexy meant curves and curls. Every photo was meticulously detailed to give it an authentic vintage look. Zebra, 2019. WA20. $15.99

NAKED
Virtually no backgrounds, girls in bed, up close, stripping, covering their breasts or exposing them. Bold, dynamic poses, all in powerful black and white. Two shots from the rear, several just waist up, three seductively posed on white sheets, one against a wall, very strong work with all full nudity. Tushita, 2019. NAK20. b&w $14.95

LINGERIE PROVOCATIVE
Photographed in artful b&w, bold provocative shots as the models catch the viewer’s eye or just offer their bodies to the camera. Posed in scanty lingerie, with abundant cleavage or topless, and bottoms entirely exposed. Well designed and different, up close and intimate. All indoor settings. Tushita, 2019. Mature Readers. LP20. b&w $14.95

SNI
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. SNI-Swim Network International. Each pose extends across a page and a half. Gorgeous beach beauties in minimal garments, full color and all in great shape! Seven are topless but posed with hand, arm, or hair hiding breasts. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. SNI20. $15.99

BEACH BABES
Recommended. By Brent Allen. Lots of body heat, even in the coldest winter months! Twelve fine swimsuit models are eager to share some fun in the sun. Shot on location by photographer Brent Allen, a year’s worth of sun-kissed beauties who keep things sizzling. Oversized 12x18 images. Zebra, 2019. Mature Readers. BB20. $15.99

BIKINI BEACH
Straight off the beaches during Spring Break, very shapely young women in tiny swimsuits. No nudity, but no lack of skin. These beach babes are innocent and yet naughty! It’s all good clean fun, a throwback to the early days of pinups. This includes full-color, beach model photos and personal, college information. TF Publishing, 2019. BIK20. $14.99

ALL ABOUT DAT BASS
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. The focus is on the well-rounded back views, often in thong bikinis that hide nothing. Full color photos cover more than 2/3 of each two-page spread. Models include Dva Lange, Emily Sears, Daisy Lea, Beck Hudson, Amy Rebecca, et al. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. ALL20. $15.99

BUSTIN’ BABES
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. Gorgeus, not-quite-naked beauties at the beach and in the boudoir, exceptionally well-endowed and overflowing their skimpy garments. Three are topless with discreetly placed hands. Full color photos extend over two-page spread. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. BUS20. $15.99

BIG GUNS
Derriere
Recommended. High art, high contrast b&w shots of beautiful bottoms, both nude and offset by the skimpiest lingerie. Every model is pictured from the rear, striking sultry, steamy poses to best show off their gorgeous rounded posteriors. Arty and erotic, it’s a class act in the world of nude photography. Tushita, 2019. Mature Readers. DER20. b&w $14.95

LORENZO SPERLONGA
BIG GUNS Signed
Entirely dedicated to Lorenzo’s paintings of sexy fantasy women, outlaws and provocative sharpshooters in latex and leather. He mixes up western to sci-fi, passing through steampunk and fantasy. Two glamorous pinups each month! Lorenzo Sperlonga, 2019. Mature Readers. LSBG20. $19.95

ALL ABOUT DAT BASS
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. The focus is on the well-rounded back views, often in thong bikinis that hide nothing. Full color photos cover more than 2/3 of each two-page spread. Models include Dva Lange, Emily Sears, Daisy Lea, Beck Hudson, Amy Rebecca, et al. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. ALL20. $15.99

BUSTIN’ BABES
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. Gorgeus, not-quite-naked beauties at the beach and in the boudoir, exceptionally well-endowed and overflowing their skimpy garments. Three are topless with discreetly placed hands. Full color photos extend over two-page spread. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. BUS20. $15.99

THE ART OF OLIVIA Featuring Bettie Page

GREG HILDEBRANDT AMERICAN BEAUTIES
Highly Recommended. Greg Hildebrandt continues to create original pinup paintings as part of his American Beauties series. He spoofs all the genres, using sexy girls and their centerpiece art: sci-fi, surfing, hot cars, even a war-birds pin-up piece. Fun and sexy. Zebra, 2019. GH20. $15.99

LORENZO SPERLONGA BIG GUNS Signed
Entirely dedicated to Lorenzo’s paintings of sexy fantasy women, outlaws and provocative sharpshooters in latex and leather. He mixes up western to sci-fi, passing through steampunk and fantasy. Two glamorous pinups each month! Lorenzo Sperlonga, 2019. Mature Readers. LSBG20. $19.95

WINGS OF ANGELS
By Michael Malak. Known for vintage 1940’s style glamour photography, photographer Michael Malak has combined classic beauty with some of the most recognizable aircraft of World War II. A look back to an era when sexy meant curves and curls. Every photo was meticulously detailed to give it an authentic vintage look. Zebra, 2019. WA20. $15.99

NAKED
Virtually no backgrounds, girls in bed, up close, stripping, covering their breasts or exposing them. Bold, dynamic poses, all in powerful black and white. Two shots from the rear, several just waist up, three seductively posed on white sheets, one against a wall, very strong work with all full nudity. Tushita, 2019. NAK20. b&w $14.95

LINGERIE PROVOCATIVE
Photographed in artful b&w, bold provocative shots as the models catch the viewer’s eye or just offer their bodies to the camera. Posed in scanty lingerie, with abundant cleavage or topless, and bottoms entirely exposed. Well designed and different, up close and intimate. All indoor settings. Tushita, 2019. Mature Readers. LP20. b&w $14.95

SNI
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. SNI-Swim Network International. Each pose extends across a page and a half. Gorgeous beach beauties in minimal garments, full color and all in great shape! Seven are topless but posed with hand, arm, or hair hiding breasts. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. SNI20. $15.99

BEACH BABES
Recommended. By Brent Allen. Lots of body heat, even in the coldest winter months! Twelve fine swimsuit models are eager to share some fun in the sun. Shot on location by photographer Brent Allen, a year’s worth of sun-kissed beauties who keep things sizzling. Oversized 12x18 images. Zebra, 2019. Mature Readers. BB20. $15.99

BIKINI BEACH
Straight off the beaches during Spring Break, very shapely young women in tiny swimsuits. No nudity, but no lack of skin. These beach babes are innocent and yet naughty! It’s all good clean fun, a throwback to the early days of pinups. This includes full-color, beach model photos and personal, college information. TF Publishing, 2019. BIK20. $14.99

ALL ABOUT DAT BASS
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. The focus is on the well-rounded back views, often in thong bikinis that hide nothing. Full color photos cover more than 2/3 of each two-page spread. Models include Dva Lange, Emily Sears, Daisy Lea, Beck Hudson, Amy Rebecca, et al. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. ALL20. $15.99

BUSTIN’ BABES
Almost Gone! Recommended. By Brian B. Hayes. Gorgeus, not-quite-naked beauties at the beach and in the boudoir, exceptionally well-endowed and overflowing their skimpy garments. Three are topless with discreetly placed hands. Full color photos extend over two-page spread. SEYAH, 2019. Out of Print. Mature Readers. BUS20. $15.99
**2020 Calendars**

**FARMER’S DAUGHTER**
Photography by Johnny Crosslin. Whoever said that hanging out on the farm is all work and no play has never laid eyes on these beautiful gals—each with an overabundance of curves that you’d generally see in Las Vegas! Sweet and sexy, farmers’ daughters are never as innocent as they look. Zebra, 2019. **Mature Readers.**

FD20. $15.99

**LINGERIE**
Recommended. Photographer Johnny Crosslin features some of the world’s most beautiful women in very intimate attire. Amazing, curvy women in stockings and silky undies, skimpy lingerie tops that accent what they reveal. It is no wonder that this calendar is a top seller year after year. Zebra, 2019. **Mature Readers.**

LIN20. $15.99

**BEST GIRLFRIENDS**
UNDRESSED
These are the stunning women that millions of men adore in Mystique Magazine, as well as in Playboy and on the internet. It’s girls with girls, in a multitude of poses. Full nudity. The calendar has huge color photos and space to write important notes. Sirens, 2019. **Adult Material.**

BGU20. $19.95

**DD DELIGHTS NUDE**
Twelve hot, steamy and beautiful women—not the cute busty young models of the swimsuit calendars, these are full-bleed porn-star looking ladies, and nothing is left to the imagination. These are the sexy models who appear in Mystique Magazine, as well as in Playboy and on the internet. Sirens, 2019. **Adult Material.**

DDN20. $19.95

**MYSTIQUE X-POSED**
Highly Recommended. Mystique X-posed has been an annual fan favorite for more than a decade and it often sells out early for us. It is one of the of most popular nude calendars in the world. Outstanding variety of sexy women that is somehow unlike what any other nude work offers. Explicit. Sirens, 2019. **Adult Material.**

MY20. $19.95

**FANTASTIC 12**

FAN20. $15.99

**HOT BUNS**
By Gus Tomasino. This is another angle—full color girls in string bikinis, shot only from the neck down and the legs up. It’s 100% about beautiful, perfectly shaped bottoms. Fine rear view shots and nothing but. It’s pretty voyeristic, like getting a good long look through a door or window. Upp close and sultry. Zebra, 2019. **Mature Readers.**

HOT20. $15.99

**HOT NAKED GIRLS**
On the back of the calendar, you see just their faces, and oh, what a variety of ladies. But inside it’s all about a lot more than that. One of the of most popular nude calendars we handle. No bikinis or swimsuits here! All these gorgeous bodies don’t leave anything to the imagination. Mystique, 2019. **Adult Material.**

HNG20. $19.95

**Mystique Magazine**

News & Notes cont. from p 2
We are making a page or two of Rare and Out of Print books a regular feature here. See pages 23-24 and then look on the website at the entire selection. We only have one each of these, and they are doing increasingly well for us as we get new items listed each week.

It’s been another busy year for us. We love our new packer, Karena. She is extremely careful, and between her and Todd, they make sure your order will arrive in perfect condition. LaDonna, Diane and Todd are still handling the phones, Laurie and Harry work on new items, the catalog, the website, and our social media. My partner Anne and BOTH my sisters come in to help as needed. Happy Holidays from all of us. Thank you so much for your continued support.

~Bud
Collector’s Supplies

FOLD-ON ARCHIVAL BOOK JACKET 10/pk
Made from chemically stable Super-Clear 1.5-mil pol-
yester film with a specially formulated pH-neutral PVA adhesive--premium protection without losing the brilliance of the jacket graphics.
8-inch JAF9. 8x17-1/2 .............................................. $7.95
9-inch JAF9. 9x19 ............................................... $8.50
10-inch JAF10. 10x21 ........................................... $9.50
10-inch Extra Long JAF10L. 10x29 ................... $9.95
12-inch JAF12. 12x24 ........................................... $9.95
12-inch Extra Long JAF12L. 12x32 ..................... $10.95
14-inch JAF14. 14x28 ........................................... $10.95
16-inch JAF16. 16x30 ............................................. $11.95

PLASTIC BAGS 100/pk except where noted
Postcard POSTC. 5-3/4x3-3/4 .................................... $4.95
Paperback Book PB. 5x7-3/8 ................................... $6.95
Diet Reading DIGEST. 6x7-5/8 ................................... $6.95
Current CPP. 6-7/8x10-1/2 ...................................... $5.95
Silver Age/Regular SAPP. 7-1/8x10-1/2 ................ $6.50
Golden Age GarB. 7-5/8x10-1/2 .............................. $7.50
Golden Age Thick SUG. 8x10-1/2 .......................... $7.95
Magazine MAG. 8-3/4 x 11-1/8 ............................. $8.50

Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music
XTHICK. 9-3/8 x 12-1/4 ........................................ $11.95
Treasury TBAGS. 10-1/2x13-1/2 ............................ $14.95
Large Magazine/Loader LGMAG. 11-1/8x14-1/4 .......... $16.95
Large Newspaper MPO. 16-1/4x24-1/8, 50 bags...... $24.95

MYLITES 2 SLEEVES 50/pk
Magazine MYL2MAG. 9x11-1/2 .............................. $29.00
Silver/Gold Comic MYL2SIL. 7-3/4x10-1/2 .......... $22.00
Standard Comic MYL2ST. 7-1/4x10-1/2 ................ $21.00

MYLAR SLEEVES
Standard/Regular Comic
MYLREG. 7-1/4x10-1/2, 25 sleeves ...................... $16.00

BACKING BOARDS 100/pk except where noted
Current CPPB. 6-3/4x10-1/2 .................................... $12.95
Silver Age SAPPB. 7x10-1/2 .................................. $13.95
Golden Age GarRB. 7-3/8x10-1/2 ............................ $15.50
Magazine MAGB. 8-1/2x11 .................................. $17.50
Treasury TBAGSB. 10-1/4x13-1/2 ......................... $29.95

AMBEDO The Art of Tran Nguyen
Recommended. 120 paintings and drawings by this award-winning illustrator and fine artist. Born in Vietnam and raised in the States, she is fascinated by creating traditional paintings in the realms of fantasy and surrealism. Tran illustrates for magazines, books, product packaging, advertising and mural art. Her clients include Smithsonian magazine, Tiger Beer, the World Wildlife Fund and Amazon, and she has been showcased in galleries across the world. Flesk, 2019. Due Sept. AMBEH. HC, 9x12, 208pg, FC $40.00

DAVID MAZZUCHELLI’S DAREDEVIL BORN AGAIN Artisan Edition
Recommended. By David Mazzucchelli, story by Frank Miller. David Mazzucchelli’s Dared Evil Born Again was released in the Artist’s Edition format in 2012 and became the best-selling Artist’s Edition of all-time. In 2013 it received the prestigious Eisner Award for Best Archival Project--Comic Books, as well as a Harvey Award the same year. It soon sold out and has been the single most requested AE book to date for IDW to reissue. So it is fitting that IDW launches this new Artisan books with this award-winning classic! Same scans--entirely from the original art--each painstakingly done by David Mazzucchelli himself to ensure the finest quality possible. IDW, 2019. Due Sept. DAVDAEH. HCW, 8x12, 216pg, PC $49.99

JOHN BYRNE FANTASTIC FOUR Artist Select Deluxe Signed
Signed & numbered, 999! Recommended. For more than 40 years, John Byrne has been one of the most popular artists in comics. His legendary run on X-Men with collaborator Chris Claremont stands as one of the most influential of all time. This oversized and massive 360-page limited edition hardcover celebrates John Byrne’s time on Fantastic Four, with a carefully chosen selection of his best work, 999-copy limited edition, in a beautiful slipcase, individually numbered and signed by John Byrne. IDW, 2019. Due Sept. JBBFASD. HC, 9x13, 360pg, FC $150.00

Subscribe!
Receive our Email Newsletter every Friday. Find out about all new arrivals and limited-time offers, plus special News & Notes. Bud writes every word and personally recommends his favorites. And sign up for Rare Books, or Adults Only special emails. Go to our website and sign up or call for assistance.

NO EMAIL? NO PROBLEM! You can request our print newsletter (every 2 weeks). Call us or mail us your request and we will add you to our mailing list.

www.BudsArtBooks.com

Gift Certificates
The Perfect Choice! We’ll ship Certificates anywhere in the world at no charge with your own personal message. Go to our website and search for GIFTC or call.

www.BudsArtBooks.com

BILL SIENKIEWICZ REVOLUTION Vol 1 Deluxe Signed

BILL SIENKIEWICZ REVOLUTION Vol 1 Regular Edition
Recommended. Six Foot Press, 2019. Due Oct. BSR01H. HC, 10x13, 224pg, FC $49.95
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MADNESS IN CROWDS The Teeming Mind of Harrison Candy Deluxe Edition
Regular Edition: MADNH. $125.00

Now in Stock! MARC DAVIS IN HIS OWN WORDS Imagineering The Disney Theme Parks
By Bob Kurtz, Andres Deja et al. Davis touched nearly every aspect of the Walt Disney Company during his tenure. He began as an animator on Snow White and Bambi and continued to breath life into a bevy of iconic Disney characters, including Cinderella, Alice (in Wonderland), Tinker Bell, Maleficent, and Cruella De Vil. Then, in 1962, Walt Disney transferred the versatile Davis to the Imagineering department... Disney Group Books, 2019. MARDCOH. HC, 9x12, 206pg, GC $140.00 $125.00

THE MARVEL ART OF JOE QUESADA Updated and expanded, featuring art from Marvel’s Netflix and TV series! This volume features Joe Quesada’s (Marvel’s editor-in-chief) best interior and cover artwork, as well as a wealth of unpublished images and sketches, commentary from Joe! Marvel, 2019. MARJQH. HC, 8x11, 320pg, FC $50.00 $39.95

Now in Stock! EC ARCHIVES Crime Suspenstories Vol 4 Collects #19-27, 1953-55. Highly Recommended. By Al Feldstein & Bill Gaines. Art by Jack Davis, Johnny Craig, Harvey Kurtzman, Joe Orlando et al. The final volume begins with an SOTI story in #19, #22 has the cover that was in the 1954 Senate investigation. Great artwork by George Evans, Reed Crandall, et al. Dark Horse, 2019. ECC04H. HC, 9x11, 320pg, FC $55.00 $49.99

GOLDEN AGE MARVEL COMICS OMNIBUS Vol 1 Collects Marvel Comics #1 & Marvel Mystery #2-12, 1939-1940. Our Highest Recommendation. In 1939 a new voice hit the newsstands and changed comic-book creation is one of the most iconic characters in United States, all 23 of the original issues are taken directly from King Feature’s proofs. Included in the volume is a comprehensive essay and documentary with an SOTI story in #19, #22 has the cover that was in the 1954 Senate investigation. Great artwork by George Evans, Reed Crandall, et al. Dark Horse, 2019. ECC04H. HC, 9x11, 320pg, FC $55.00 $49.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS SPACE ACTION / WORLD WAR III Vol 1 Recommended. By Jim McLaughlin, Lou Jaffa, and Matt Kindt. Space Action and World War III were both short-lived and are here in their entirety. Also featuring interior work by Ken Rice, Bill Molno, Roba Masterjohns, a foreword by the legendary Mike Sekowsky of later Star Hawksins (in Mystery in Space) and JLA fame. Collects Space Action #1-3, 1952, World War III #1-2, 1952-53. The latter boasts an atomic bomb blast cover; #2 was used in Parade of Paradise. All five issues have Lou Cameron artwork. PS Artbooks, 2019. Due Sept. PCSA01H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC $44.99

RED SONJA The Complete Gail Simone Omnibus Collects #0-18 of Volume 2, 2013-15. By Gail Simone, Art by Walter Geovani and Jack Jadson. Collects all of Gail Simone’s amazing work on Red Sonja in one beautiful oversized volume. Red Sonja, the She-Devil with a Sword, intends to back a blood debt owed to the one man who has gained her respect... even if it means leading a doomed army to their certain deaths. Who is Dark Annisia, and how has this fearsome warrior forced Sonja to her knees in surrender? Dynamite, 2019. Due Nov. REDGSH. HC, 8x12, 528pg, GC $125.00 $49.99 $44.99


SPIDER-MAN By John Byrne Omnibus c.1999-2001. By Bill Mantlo, Chris Claremont et al. Art by Roger Stern and John Byrne. Spider-Man is put through his paces as he teams with the Hulk, the Wasp, Ms. Marvel, Iron Fist, Captain Britain, Man-Thing, Thor, Luke Cage and more! Spidey battles Man-Wolf, Doctor Octopus and the Ringer! Revisit chapter one of Spider-Man’s history as the web-slinger faces his many foes for the first time! And a legend is reborn as Peter Parker returns to the Spider-Man costume. Marvel, 2019. Due Sept. SPIDERH. HC, 1264pg, PC $425.00 $150.00

THE ADVENTURES OF TINTIN Complete Collection Set Never before done complete collection. By Hergé. Tintin’s 90th anniversary! For the first time in the United States, all 23 of the original Tintin adventures are available in one handsome gift set. Featuring more than 1600 pages, these are presented in eight softcover volumes and a stunning slipcase. Hergé’s classic comic book creation is one of the most iconic characters in children’s books. Now including Tintin and Alph-Alpha and Tintin in the Land of the Soviets, this unique collection will delight Tintin fans old and new. Little Brown, 2019. Due Oct. ADVTIN. SC, 7x10, 1684pg, FC $200.00 $179.00

THE PHANTOM The Complete Newspaper Dailies Vol 17 1961-1963 Recommended. By Lee Falk. Art by Sy Barry. This 17th volume begins the Sy Barry Years. Four complete continuities drawn by Sy himself: “The Slave Market of Mucar,” “The Epidemic,” and “The Wharf Rats.” Strips from this issue are taken directly from King Feature’s proofs. Included in the volume is a comprehensive essay and documentary materials. The Phantom set the standard for action, adventure, intrigue, and romance in adventure comic strips and comic books—it has frequently been copied but never equaled. Hermes, 2019. Due Jan. PH17H. HC, 12x8, 288pg, GC $66.00 $57.50
**Coming Soon**

**PRINCE VALIANT 7-9 Slipcase Set**

Six years of Sunday Pages, 1949-54. Our Highest Recommendation. By Hal Foster. For the third consecutive year, Fantagraphics offers us a new bound set of three Valiant volumes in a specially illustrated slipcase. Vol 7: shortly after his baby son Anz chrixtened, Val and Sir Gawain are sent to investigate reports of black magic in Wales. Vol 8 continues their long trip, a 15-month epic, to Rome then back to Thule to find twin daughters joined the family. Vol 9: Gawain and Val’s pilgrimage to the holy city of Jerusalem, in a salute to the Crusades, and Queen Aleta’s return to the Misty Isles where treacherous nobles seek her throne... and her death. Fantagraphics, 2019. Due Nov. PV5039. HCW, 11x14, 336pgp. FC $99.99 $84.99

**WALT DISNEY’S SILLY SYMPHONIES The Complete Comics Vol 4 1942-1945**

Recommended. By Hubie Karp, Bill Walsh et al. Art by Bob Grant and Paul Murry et al. The artwork for these rare strips has come straight from the Disney vaults, each page meticulously colored using as a guide the original file copies that belonged to Walt Disney himself. This concluding volume features an adaptation of Bambi, plus the rarely seen Sunday pages starring The Three Caballeros stars José Caricaro and Panchito from 1942 to 1945. IDW, 2019. Due Sept. WDD5509. HC, 12x9, 192pppg. FC $40.99 $39.99

**GLADYS PARKER A LIFE IN COMICS, A Passion for Fashion Signed Signed bookplate! Highly Recommended.** By Trina Robbins. Art by Gladys Parker. Explores the history behind Mopsy, the 1940s-60s comic strip star, who also was in her own comic book series, and her creator Gladys Parker! This beautiful book will also provide a rarely seen collection of Mopsy stories and many of Parker’s earlier strips. Parker was unique in comics. As with Frida Kahlo, it was impossible to tell where her art left off and its creator began. Parker mixed fashion and comics, also creating hand-made clothes for film stars—and the lovely and strong-willed Mopsy was an exact double for Parker herself. Hermes, 2019. Due Dec. GLADH. HC, 8x11, 256pgp. $50.00 $52.50

**A PRINCESS OF MARS Deluxe Signed Signed by the artists and contributors, numbered & limited, 500! Highly Recommended.** By Edgar Rice Burroughs. This is the fifth title in the ERB Limited Edition Collection. The set is published by Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc. and includes a leather bound book in dust jacket, manuscript portfolio, handcrafted dip pen and a Dejah Thoris medallion, all housed in a 7”x 10” custom decorated case. This unique edition promises to be the most elaborate A Princess of Mars ever published. ERB Books, 2019. Due Dec. APRRD. HC, 7x10, PC $199.99

**DC DESIGNER SERIES Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy Statue By Emanuela Lupacchino Special Order! Limited & numbered, 5,000! Designed by Emanuela Lupacchino.** This impressive, highly detailed DC Designer statue features two full figures, Gotham City’s most famous villains: Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy. Designed by Emanuela Lupacchino, this statue captures the passionate feelings that these two characters have for each other, even while living in a city as crazy and intense as Gotham. Releasess just in time for Valentine’s Day, 2020. DC, 2020. Due Mar. DCDHQG. 11” tall, FC $280.00

**We now list single copies of rare and out of print books in our weekly email and on our website. Prices begin about $30, but prices are subject to increase higher for book titles here. If you want one of these, call to make sure it’s still available OR search it by code, e.g. RB493, on our website. If it does not come up, that means it is sold—we take them offline shortly after they sell. If you are looking for multiple copies—call and ask to get on our want list. On the website you can see ALL (hundreds) available Rare & Out of Print books. Please note condition varies from book to book, since these are not our usual new books. You can also sign up for special Rare Book emails on our home page, or call.**

**THE RETURN OF CONAN Signed & limited, 11100/2020.** By Simon Bisley. Simon Bisley is a British comics artist best known for his 1990s work on ABC Warriors, Lobo and Sláine. His style, reliant on paints, acrylics and multiple-media, was strongly influenced by Frank Frazetta, Gustav Klimt, Salvador Dali, William Turner and Richard Corben. Heavy Metal, 2000. Out of Print. Condition: Fine in fine Unclipped dustjacket. RB51046. HC, 9x12, 196pg. FC $200.00

**EYES OF THE SHADOW**

By Maxwell Grant. The first book publication of the second Shadow novel, first published in the second issue of THE SHADOW, July 1931, the issue in which Lamont Cranston makes his debut. Street and Smith, 1931. Out of Print. Condition: Good. Pages yellowed from age. Cover probably sun faded. Water stains on the cover, and damage to the top of the spine. Pages are starting to break away from the binding. RB4832. HCW, 5x7, 252pg. Text Only $95.00

**HOWARD PYLE His Life-His Work Two Volume Set**

By Paul Preston Davis. At the dawn of the 20th century, Howard Pyle was America’s most famous and influential illustrator (Harper’s, Scribner’s and Century magazines). Not a coffee table art book. Oak Knoll/DAM, 2004. Out of Print. Condition: Fine. Vol 1 has a large bump to the top of the spine. The bump has caused all of the pages to be creased at the top. Besides the bump, these books are as new. RB1025. HC, 9x12, 906pg. PC $150.00

**MAN FROM UTOPIA**

Highly Recommended. By Rick Griffin. A book featuring the psychedellic art of Rick Griffin, best known for his rock poster and surfer art. Rick Griffin, Out of Print. Condition: Fine. The book is creased at the top, and in the bottom corner. Slight wear on the spine and top corner. Inside pages are excellent and clean. RB124. Magazine, 9x12, 21pg. b&w $100.00

**THE ART OF SIMON BISLEY**

Signed & limited, 1110/2000. Simon Bisley is a British comics artist best known for his 1990s work on ABC Warriors, Lobo and Sláine. His style, reliant on paints, acrylics and multiple-media, was strongly influenced by Frank Frazetta, Gustav Klimt, Salvador Dali, William Turner and Richard Corben. Heavy Metal, 2000. Out of Print. Condition: Fine in fine Unclipped dustjacket. RB51046. HC, 9x12, 196pg. FC $200.00

**THE SMOKING DEVIL**

RARE & OUT OF PRINT

SYD MEAD’S PERSPECTIVE
By Syd Mead. U.S. Steel commissioned the legendary Syd Mead to design and illustrate this unique brochure, aimed at promoting steel use by automakers, many of whom were already among the company’s best clients. Futuristic art, die-cut pages, four-page fold-out. Very scarce. Automotive Industry Marketing, 1964. Out of Print. Condition: Fine. Bottom of spine lightly bumped. Board corners slightly rounded. RB1066. HCW, 9x11, 50ppg, FC $175.00

EC ARCHIVES Aces High, Piracy, Psychoanalysis, Extra! Set

SILVER AGE The Second Generation of Comic Book Artists
Signed & limited to only 100! Introduction by Daniel Herman. Art by Fradon, Adams, Kane, Kirby, Toth, Dan Barry et al. Signed on the limitation page by the author and by Ramona Fradon, below a composite illustration, probably created especially for this edition. Much of the artwork is reproduced from original artwork. Hermes, 2004. Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine. It is not new, but close as it gets. RB05. HC, 9x12, 224pp, PC $200.00 $125.00

SILVER AGE The Second Generation of Comic Book Artists—Very fine. Another copy. RB08. HC, 9x12, 224pp, PC $200.00 $125.00

A FIGHTING MAN OF MARS
First Edition. By Edgar Rice Burroughs. Ten Hadron, a poor man, loves beautiful, haughty wealthy Sanoma Tora who spurns him. Note: Front dust jacket flap mounted to back page of book. Inside cover and first page are inscribed from previous owner. Metropolis, 1931. Out of Print. Condition: Very Good/ Fine. Corners have rolls, bottom corner bump creased the pages. Few cover scratches on cover, page edges are tanned. RB929. HCW, 5x8, 319ppg, Text Only $175.00

WATER DANCE

RECOMMENDED HOLIDAY GIFTS!

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Recommended. By Lewis Carroll. Art by Tenniel, Rackham, Wrightson, Holiday et al. Foreword by Charlie Lovett. A collector’s edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and Through the Looking Glass, plus several other Carroll works such as the epic-length fantasy poem, The Hunting of the Snark. Also: letters, poems and a biography of Carroll. Over 100 b&w illustrations, a handsome gift and silver-embossed cover. Flame Tree, 2018. ALICAH. HCW, 6x9, 480pp, Text/b&w $100.00 $149.95

ART OF EDWIN GEORGI
Limited, 1000! Our Highest Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmer. The first book ever on the life and work of illustrator Edwin Georgi (1896-1964). Yet he is one of the stand-out artists of his era, creating magazine illustrations beginning in the late 1920s, but blossoming into a leader in the field in the 1940s-50s. Illustrated Press, 2017. ARTEGH. HC, 9x12, 192pp, FC $44.95

THE ART OF HARRY ANDERSON
Highly Recommended. The life and work of Harry Anderson, one of America’s great illustrators. His buxom style in the difficult medium of opaque watercolor has appeared in Collier’s, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, Redbook, The Saturday Evening Post, Scribner, Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, Redbook, The Saturday Evening Post, Scribner, and more. He has done poster and special commissions. Over 300 stunning illustrations. Illustrated Press, 2018. ARTAH. HC, 9x12, 224pp, FC $44.95

BERNIE WRIGHTSON Artifact Edition
New Printing and new cover! Our Highest Recommendation. Bernie Wrightson began his career in the late 1960s, just barely out of his teens, and within a decade, rose to prominence as the preeminent horror artist of his generation. Showcases his early DC Comics work, the very first issues of Swamp Thing, plus work from House of Secrets, and more. Plus some rarely seen and completely (until now) unseen treasures. Three foldouts. IDW, 2019. BWAEH. HCW, 12x17, 144pp, b&w $125.00

BIG BOOK OF FAIRY TALES

Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell Dreamland
With ten removable art prints! Highly Recommended. By Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell. Boris and Julie create a magnificent dreamworld of commercial work for album covers, trading cards, posters, and special commissions. Plus 12 entirely new works annually for a calendar. There are fine personal works here, too. Out, of print. Large exhibition has a black remainder mark on the endpages, and are scuffed or bumped. BVJBDH. HCW, 9x11, 192pp, FC $35.00 $15.95

ARTISTS & ILLUSTRATION

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Recommended. By Lewis Carroll. Art by Tenniel, Rackham, Henry Holiday et al. Foreword by Charlie Lovett. A collector’s edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and Through the Looking Glass, plus several other Carroll works such as the epic-length fantasy poem, The Hunting of the Snark. Also: letters, poems and a biography of Carroll. Over 100 b&w illustrations, a handsome gift and silver-embossed cover. Flame Tree, 2018. ALICAH. HCW, 6x9, 480pp, Text/b&w $100.00 $149.95

ART OF EDWIN GEORGI
Limited, 1000! Our Highest Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmer. The first book ever on the life and work of illustrator Edwin Georgi (1896-1964). Yet he is one of the stand-out artists of his era, creating magazine illustrations beginning in the late 1920s, but blossoming into a leader in the field in the 1940s-50s. Illustrated Press, 2017. ARTEGH. HC, 9x12, 192pp, FC $44.95

THE ART OF HARRY ANDERSON
Highly Recommended. The life and work of Harry Anderson, one of America’s great illustrators. His buxom style in the difficult medium of opaque watercolor has appeared in Collier’s, Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, Redbook, The Saturday Evening Post, Scribner, Good Housekeeping, Ladies’ Home Journal, Redbook, The Saturday Evening Post, Scribner, and more. He has done poster and special commissions. Over 300 stunning illustrations. Illustrated Press, 2018. ARTAH. HC, 9x12, 224pp, FC $44.95

BERNIE WRIGHTSON Artifact Edition
New Printing and new cover! Our Highest Recommendation. Bernie Wrightson began his career in the late 1960s, just barely out of his teens, and within a decade, rose to prominence as the preeminent horror artist of his generation. Showcases his early DC Comics work, the very first issues of Swamp Thing, plus work from House of Secrets, and more. Plus some rarely seen and completely (until now) unseen treasures. Three foldouts. IDW, 2019. BWAEH. HCW, 12x17, 144pp, b&w $125.00

BIG BOOK OF FAIRY TALES

Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell Dreamland
With ten removable art prints! Highly Recommended. By Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell. Boris and Julie create a magnificent dreamworld of commercial work for album covers, trading cards, posters, and special commissions. Plus 12 entirely new works annually for a calendar. There are fine personal works here, too. Out, of print. Large exhibition has a black remainder mark on the endpages, and are scuffed or bumped. BVJBDH. HCW, 9x11, 192pp, FC $35.00 $15.95
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**BEYOND SCIENCE FICTION** The Alternative Realism of Michael Whelan Signed
In A World of Her Own cover. Our Highest Recommendation. Foreword by Robert Williams. For nearly 50 years, Michael Whelan has successfully straddled the worlds of fine art and commercial illustration—a logic-defying blend of pop-culture-defining imagery and impassioned personal expression. Baby Tatoo, 2018.

**BEYSFS.** HCW, 9x9, 176pg, PC

$25.00

Hardcover, Signed/lmtd, 1501!

**BEYSFSH.** HCW

$60.00

Hardcover Astrophysicist cover. Signed & limited, 1501!

**BEYSFSHS.** HCW

$60.00

Softcover. **BEYSFS.** SC

$25.00

**BRIAN FROUD DELUXE HARDCOVER BLANK SKETCHBOOK Signed**
Bookplate! Recommended. Eight pages of wonderful watercolors, plus delightful endpapers in full color. And most choice are the delightful gold-embossed front and (different) back cover, printed on soft green cloth. The rest of the book is blank ivory-white pages ready for your sketches, notes, or diary. Insight, 2018.

**BRIFHSH.** HCW, 7x10, 192pg, PC

$22.95

**BRIAN FROUD’S WORLD OF FAERIE Signed**

**BRIFWHS.** HCW, 9x13, 192pg

$35.00

**TANGLEWOOD TALE**s By Virginia Frances Sterrett


**TANGTH.** HCW, 9x11, 262pg, PC

$40.00

**EMSHWILLER INFINITY X TWO The Art & Life of Ed and Carol Emshwiller**

Highly Recommended. By Luis Ortiz. Introduction by Ed and Carol Emshwiller. Ed “Emsh” Emshwiller, was one of the premiere artists working in the Sci-Fi field (five Hugo awards). He used his unique vision of the future to also become an award-winning filmmaker and computer animation pioneer. Carol Emshwiller, won the World Fantasy Award for Life Achievement in 2005, after 50 years of writing beautiful, pioneer, jewellike stories and witty novels. Nonstop Press, 2007.

**EMSH.** HCW, 9x9, 176pg, PC

$40.00

**FROM ALL OF US TO ALL OF YOU**
The Disney Christmas Card

Highly Recommended. By Jeff Kurtti. For nearly 90 years, Disney artists have created annual seasonal art for greeting cards, advertisements, and in support of motion picture releases, TV programs, and the parks. Featuring beloved Disney characters and scenes, these seldom-published examples of vintage Disney art create a one-of-a-kind festive collection. Center opening cover and a dozen removable holiday cards, each in its own envelope! Disney Editions, 2018.

**FROMAH.** HC, 12x9, 144pg, FC

$50.00

**GRAINS OF SAND 25 YEARS OF THE SANDMAN**

**GRASA.** SC, 9x12, 145pg, PC

$40.00

**HARRYHAUSEN The Movie Posters Highly Recommended.** By Richard Holliss. Foreword by John Landis. ALL the posters from all of Ray’s movies, from 1949’s Mighty Joe Young to Clash of the Titans in 1981. Featuring posters from all over the world, and you’ll be jazzed to see new renditions of so many of his classic works, created by artists in Japan, Italy, England, Germany etc. In a beautiful oversized, gold binding and full color jacket. Titan, 2018.

**HARMH.** HC, 10x13, 192pg, FC

$39.95

**IMAGES #13**
Our Highest Recommendation. Edited by Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr. Here’s Jim: “I scour original source material—magazines and books—from before 1923 for the most beautiful and forgotten images by famous and forgotten illustrators...I try to give center stage to the art of modern reproduction technology. JVJ, 2014.

**IMA13.** SC, 9x12, 64pg, FC

$30.00

See our website or inquire for more Images.


**KNEAH.** HCW, 9x12, 172pg, PC

$15.00

**KRAZY KAT & THE ART OF GEORGE Herriman**
Highly Recommended. By Craig Yoe. Art by George Herriman. Appreciation by Bill Watterson. This isn’t just original artwork for Krazy Kat strips. It has lots of one-of-a-kind, beautifully hand-colored pieces that Herriman did for friends—birthdays, framed artworks, and illustrated thank-you’s. Plus historic photos, posters, book covers and memorabilia. Abrams, 2011. Bumped corners. KJKA. SC, 9x12, 176pg, PC

$29.95

**KRAZY KAT & THE ART OF GEORGE Herriman**
Highly Recommended. By Craig Yoe. Art by George Herriman. Appreciation by Bill Watterson. This isn’t just original artwork for Krazy Kat strips. It has lots of one-of-a-kind, beautifully hand-colored pieces that Herriman did for friends—birthdays, framed artworks, and illustrated thank-you’s. Plus historic photos, posters, book covers and memorabilia. Abrams, 2011. Bumped corners. KJKA. SC, 9x12, 176pg, PC

$29.95

**LITTLE NEMO Dream another Dream**
Our Highest Recommendation. By Bill Sienkiewicz, Charles Vess, P. Craig Russell, David Mack et al. 118 entirely new Little Nemo pages, all full Sunday pages and Contributors also include Paul Pope, J.H. Williams III, Carla Speed McNeil, Peter Bagge, Dean Haspiel, Farel Dalrymple, Marc Hempel, Nate Powell, Jeremy Bastian, Jim Rugg, Ron Wimberly, Scott Morse, David Petersen, J.G. Jones, Mike Allred, among many others. Locust Moon, 2014.

**LNDRH.** HC, 16x21, 144pg, FC

$424.99

**LITTLE NEMO Dream another Dream**
Our Highest Recommendation. By Bill Sienkiewicz, Charles Vess, P. Craig Russell, David Mack et al. 118 entirely new Little Nemo pages, all full Sunday pages and Contributors also include Paul Pope, J.H. Williams III, Carla Speed McNeil, Peter Bagge, Dean Haspiel, Farel Dalrymple, Marc Hempel, Nate Powell, Jeremy Bastian, Jim Rugg, Ron Wimberly, Scott Morse, David Petersen, J.G. Jones, Mike Allred, among many others. Locust Moon, 2014.

**LNDRH.** HC, 16x21, 144pg, FC

$424.99

**LITTLE NEMO Dream another Dream**
Our Highest Recommendation. By Bill Sienkiewicz, Charles Vess, P. Craig Russell, David Mack et al. 118 entirely new Little Nemo pages, all full Sunday pages and Contributors also include Paul Pope, J.H. Williams III, Carla Speed McNeil, Peter Bagge, Dean Haspiel, Farel Dalrymple, Marc Hempel, Nate Powell, Jeremy Bastian, Jim Rugg, Ron Wimberly, Scott Morse, David Petersen, J.G. Jones, Mike Allred, among many others. Locust Moon, 2014.
THE MAGIC BOOK
Highly Recommended. By Mike Caveney and Jim Steinmeyer. Edited by Noel Daniel. 850 rarely seen vintage posters, photographs, handbills, and engravings. Combining sensational images with incisive text, this explores the evolution of the magician’s craft, from medieval street performers to the brilliant stage magicians and special effects. New format! 2010. MCGI, HC, 7x10, 544pg, FC $40.00

MIDDLE-EARTH Journeys in Myth and Legend

OUTERMOST The Art & Life of Jack Gaughan
Four-time Hugo Award Winner. Highly Recommended. By Luis Ortiz. Art by Jack Gaughan. Fantastic imagery, explosive color, and occasionally creepily creative creations in this artwork collection of genius sci-fi artist, Jack Gaughan. Extremely popular in the 1960s-80s, he illustrated book covers, digest covers, interior b&w art and more for the SF/fantasy/horror field. Nonstop Press, 2010. Updated edition, limited, 1000! Our Highest Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmern. This spectacular art book is loaded with stunning illustrations adds 80 pages to the original 2009 edition—which quickly sold out—and is loaded with stunning reproductions reprinted from vintage movie posters, photos, and the original drawings and drawings. This is a fine document of Reynolds’ work, and features images from every facet of his long career. Illustrated Press, 2017. OUTEH, HCW, 9x9, 176pg, PC $39.95 $19.95

REYNOLD BROWN A Life in Pictures
Updated edition, limited, 1000! Our Highest Recommendation. By Daniel Zimmern. This spectacular art book is loaded with stunning illustrations adds 80 pages to the original 2009 edition—which quickly sold out—and is loaded with stunning reproductions reprinted from vintage movie posters, photos, and the original drawings and drawings. This is a fine document of Reynolds’ work, and features images from every facet of his long career. Illustrated Press, 2017. OUTEH, HCW, 9x9, 176pg, PC $39.95 $19.95

DARWIN An Exceptional Voyage
Highly Recommended. By Fabien Coteaux and Jim Woodring. A sweeping, intelligent biographical graphic novel newly translated from French. Darwin, as a young man, is off on a five-year voyage in 1831. He begins a young, gifted but distracted, and returns a serious scientist, changing his life and the course of modern science. Nobrow, 2019. DARRH, HCW, 8x11, 176pg, FC $19.99

GIANTS, TROLLS, WITCHES, BEASTS Ten Tales From The Deep, Dark Woods
Imagine Bone’s Jeff Smith doing ten fun stories! Highly Recommended. By Craig Phillips. Introduction by Carole Wilkinson. A cobbler girl tricks the Wawel Dragon, after all the king’s maidens, mermaids, and gods. Includes behind-the-scenes production art, Russell’s description of Wagner’s opera is presented in a massive graphic novel. This is Russell at his finest: action-filled ΣC, 8x11, 184pg, FC $24.95

THE RING OF THE NIBELUNG
Collects The Ring of the Nibelungen: The Rhinegold #1-4, The Valkyrie #1-3, The Rheingold #1-4, The Valkyrie #1-3, and Gotterdammerung #1-4, 2000-01. Our Highest Recommendation. By Bill Willingham. Art by Cezar Razek. Eisner Award-winning writer Bill Willingham and artist Cezar Razek explore every corner of the Burroughs world And all the ERBH, HCW, 7x10, 248pg, FC $26.99

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS’ Heroes and Heroines Unite The Greatest Adventure Deluxe gold-embossed cover. Recommended. By Bill Willingham. Art by Cezar Razek. Eisner Award-winning writer Bill Willingham and artist Cezar Razek explore every corner of the Burroughs world And all the ERBGAH, HCW, 7x10, 248pg, FC $26.99

SWORD’S EDGE Paintings
Inspired by Robert E. Howard Highly Recommended. Countless artists have painted Robert E. Howard’s characters through the years, but few more brilliantly than legendary Spanish painter C. A. De Fazio. And now, a new and more variant covers by Greg Smallwood, Roberto Castro, and others! All full page. Plus two pages of pencil sketches. Dynamic Forces, 2018. ERBH, HCW, 7x10, 248pg, FC $26.99

TARZAN AND THE MARTIAN LEGION
In Quest of Zonthron. Our Highest Recommendation. By Jake Saunders. Art by Tom Grindberg, Michael C. Hoffman and Craig Mullins. As befitted the ambitious scope of the story, the artistic presentation is unparalleled. One-hundred-thirty new illustrations were commissioned for this opus, with contributions by Thomas Grindberg, Michael C. Hoffman, and Craig Mullins, on archival, acid-free paper, bound in leather (banth and thoat) in one giant volume. Russ Cochran, 2014. TARLH, HC, 9x12, 124pg, Tex/PC $34.95

THE THRILLING COMIC BOOK COVER ART OF ALEX SCHOMBURG
Highly Recommended. By J. David Spurlock. Alex Schomburg produced the most dazzling array of high quality comic book covers in the Golden Age of American comics (1933-1955). This book collects, for the first time, a host of tantalizing Schomburg treasures in one volume. Super-heroes, jungle girls, robots, wild animals, and space travelers. Vanguard, 2005. THRC, SC, 9x11, 112pg, FC $24.95

WALLY WOOD CHRISTMAS BOOK
Highly Recommended. A charming little classic for all ages and also a fun new collection of (mostly) never-before-seen Wood artwork. A holiday “Bucky and the Christmas Caper,” from 1966 Lunar Tunes. Wally Wood’s never-published personal Christmas card art plus rare original comic strips collected into one handsome little hardcover volume. A small gem! Color by Wood’s wife, Tatjana Wood. Vanguard, 2018. WALWCH, HCW, 6x8, 36pg, FC $9.95
Mature Readers

BETTIE PAGE The Last Years
Recommended. By Tori Rodriguez with Ron Brem. Foreword by Tempest Storm. Bettie’s beloved sister Goldie, who looks very much like Bettie and was also an aspiring model, carefully stored heaps of incredible family photos, the bulk of which feature Bettie as either the sole subject or part of the shot. Plus letters from Bettie spanning the years 1949 to 2000. Littlefield, 2018. BETLYH. HC, 9x11, 126pg. PC $27.06 $24.95

THE WILD WORLD OF BETTY PAGE An Anthology of Classic Pin-up Photos
Recommended. 80 classic photographs of Page from her modelling work with Irving Klaw. Sexy pin-ups in lingerie and fetish-wear to more intense scenes of sado-masochism, bondage, spanking and cat-fights! Plus many of Klaw’s other regular bondage models. Klaw Klassix. 2016. Mature Readers. WLWLB. SC, 9x11, 65pp, b&w $22.95 $20.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF PIN-UP VARGAS
The War Years 1940-1946
Recommended. By Dian Hanson. The pin-ups that won the war: Alberto Vargas took over Esquire magazine’s monthly pin-up page in late 1940. By 1942, when the U.S. joined the war, he had more than a million ardent enlisted fans who carried his pin-ups in backpacks and duffel bags as reminders of the American girls they’d left behind. Taschen, 2015. Mature Readers. LBVAR. SC, 5x7, 192pp. FC $10.00

PLAYBOY The Complete Centerfolds 1953-2016
Recommended. Foreword by Hugh Hefner. Introduction by Dave Hickey. With the first centerfold image of the radiant Marilyn Monroe, this has every nude centerfold from every issue of Playboy, from 1953-2016. Published a decade ago, and now updated--734 nude centerfolds, an essay for each decade including an all-new essay by Elizabeth Wurtzel on the last decade. Chronicle Books, 2017. Adult Material. PLABOH. HC, 8x14, 844pp, FC $66.00 $75.00

SENSUAL GODDESS
Playing Cards
By Frederick Potter. A complete poker deck with 52 different images, all different from the companion variant deck ‘Dark Fantasy.’ Lots of fantasy settings, from bondage to witch imagery to ancient Egyptian themes, all featuring beautiful ladies. 2017. Mature Viewers. SENPC. 54 cards, 3x4, FC $9.95

OF DARK FANTASY Playing Cards: Adult Material. SENDPC. $9.95

Erotic Art Playing Cards
A different full nude on every card! Recommended. By Frederick Potter. All the girls are busty and beautiful, fully nude or posing with lingerie, nylons, the occasional sword or whip. Some are chained, most have that “come hither” look. 2017. Mature Viewers. SENSGC. 54 playing cards, 3x4, FC $14.95

Tarot Deck
By Frederick Potter. This deck celebrates the power of the feminine aspect in the tradition of the great artists whose sculptures, paintings and drawings praised female beauty as one of the greatest creations ever. This deck uses the power and vibrations of this symbology to evoke strong intuitive messages within the reader to unlock insight. 2017. Mature Viewers. SENTD. 78 cards, 3x5, FC $14.95

ART OF HAMMER Posters From the Archive of Hammer Films Revised and updated edition.
Recommended. By Marcus Hearm. The first ever collection of the company’s iconic movie posters. Hundreds of rare posters from around the world, featuring Hammer’s greatest films, from famous ones to sleazy soft-core with lots of nudity. They covered the full spectrum of horror. Titan, 2016. Mature Readers. ARRHMM. HC. 10x13, 200pp. FC $54.06 $29.95

THE ART OF REGINALD HEADE
Import from England. Our Highest Recommendation. By Stephen James Taylor. Reginald Heade is one of the foremost British pulp fiction cover artist of the 1940s-50s. Hank Janson novels, plus other outstanding pin-up style and erotic covers, plus his less-well-known but equally exceptional work for adult hardback fiction dustjackets, children’s books and periodicals. Telos, 2017. ARRHH. HCW. 9x11, 168pp, FC $49.00

THE INVINCIBLE IRON MAN Bob Layton A Signed & Numbered Foil Stamped Slipcase. Recommended. Bob Layton’s two long runs on The Invincible Iron Man, alongside writer/co-plotter John Byrne, are the high-water mark. The best are curated here by Bob himself! Plus new interview with Layton! IDW, 2018. IMAJGD. HC, 9x13, 388pp. FC $125.00

JACK KIRBY MARVEL HEROES & MONSTERS Artist’s Edition Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee. FIVE COMPLETE STORIES, all from the original art: Ant Man’s origin from Tales to Astonish #35; Captain America #81, “The Red Skull Supreme;” The Human Torch in “Return of the Wizard;” Strange Tales #105; and more. All drawn in the old big format. Plus: SEVEN COMPLETE pre-hero Monster stories AND finally, 27 covers, splash and pin-up pages from more very early issues. IDW, 2018. JKMMAEHC. HCW, 15x22, 160pp, b&w Signed & numbered, 999! Foil-stamped slipcase. Recommended. JSMMAEHC. HCW, 10x13, 200pg, FC $150.00

JIM STARLIN’S MARVEL COSMIC Artifact Edition With Starlin’s own very personal introduction, acknowledging his debt to Neal Adams! Recommended. Jim Starlin was one of the driving creative forces at Marvel in the 1970s and ’80s. Beautiful pages scanned from the original art, including art from the first appearances of Thanos and Drax the Destroyer, both created by Starlin. Several pages from each issue from CM #25-34 and 17 covers, JSMMAEHC. HCW, 12x17, 144pp. b&w Revised and updated edition. JSMMAEHC. HCW, 10x13, 200pg, FC $150.00

BARBOSA The Man Who Drew Flashman Limited & numbered, 450. Specially designed dust jacket. Recommended. By Lawrence Bishop. In a lavishly illustrated biography of Arthur Barbosa (1908-1995), who provided dust jackets for some of the 20th century’s most famous authors of fiction, for 60 years. This includes Georgette Heyer, Sax Rohmer, C. S. Forester, Patrick O’Brian and, of course, George MacDonald Fraser of Flashman fame. Among his friends were Rex Harrison, Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Book Palace, 2018. BARBOSA The Man Who Drew Flashman. HC, 9x12, 350pg, FC $105.00

Don’t Miss These!!!
Recommended items from past catalogs, all still available.
**NEIL GAIMAN AND CHARLES VESS’ STARDUST Signed**
Signed bookplate! The illustrated story the film was based on. Our Highest Recommendation. By Neil Gaiman. Art by Charles Vess. Young Tristram Thom loses his heart to a woman as distant as the star she and Tristram see fall. Tristran rashly vows to fetch the fallen star and embarks upon a lover’s quest that will carry him into a world beyond his wildest imaginings! DC Vertigo, 2019.
$19.99

**ABSOLUTE SANDMAN OVERTURE**
Deluxe oversized leatherette embossed binding, in full color slipcase. Highly Recommended. Neil Gaiman returned with his first new Sandman story (after 17 years) by artist J.H. Williams III. A fine novel, which offers a prequel to the entire series! This collects the entire story, plus sketches, interviews, design concepts and an abundance of never-before-seen bonus material. DC, 2018.
$129.99

**PINO MASTER OF FIGURATIVE PAINTING**
Highly Recommended. In the same class as Sorolla, Russell Flint and Hanks, Pino is a master of color, of light and shade, of exquisite skin tones and faces and hair and rounded, curvaceous bodies. This is so new it’s only available from the Pino family and in China and Hong Kong. There is no overlap with his other book, published in 2003. We think this is entirely new work. Clinic. 2017. PINFM1H. HCW, 9x12, 270pg, FC
$129.99

**RAW MATERIAL v.1 (softcover)** By Eliza Ivanova
Signed
Highly Recommended. By Eliza Ivanova. A carefully curated selection of drawings from the last 5 years, while Eliza was also working in the film industry as an animator at Pixar. Included are drawings of different techniques and subjects, which she has experimented. Two fold-outs. Nude figure studies. Powerful work. 2017. Slightly bumped corners. RAWM01S. SC, 8x8, 200pg, b&w
$35.00

**SENSUOUS FRAZETTA Deluxe**
16 Bonus Pages, Variant Cover. Our Highest Recommendation. By J. David Spurlock. Art by Frank Frazetta. Until now, only the most ardent collectors possessed the elusive grail items Frank drew for early-1980s men’s magazine and “soft-core” paperback interiors—here are ALL of these rarebies. Also includes a free pull-out fold-out poster and a certificate of authenticity signed & numbered, 1,000! Highly Recommended. Art by Frank Frazetta. Underwood Books, 2009.
$45.00

**VIEWS OF WHENCE Signed**
$95.00

**VISIONS OF THE Fabled Pulp Covers**
By Ian Warrell. One of the most popular painters of all time, J. M. W. Turner (1775–1851) created a remarkable series of pulp covers. This first full survey of the artist’s sketchbooks invites viewers into his creative process. This first full survey of the artist’s sketchbooks invites witnessing the creation and development of ideas that can be traced through to his major paintings, from pencil sketches to watercolor roughs to more detailed preliminary renderings of landscapes, ships, harbors, and mountains. Tate, 2015.
$27.50

**TWIXT TWO WORLDS #3**
By Thomas Yeates Signed & numbered, 1,001! Highly Recommended. Art by Thomas Yeates. Edited by Dwayne Covey. Thomas Yeates’ third sketchbook has pen & ink and pencil drawings of Tarzan, John Carter, Dejah Thoris, and many others. Mainly spontaneous convention sketches of characters and scenes, selected by the customer. Travis Charest and Todd NAU hand signed by hand in wet indigo ink. Bud Plant, 2018. Out of Print. Mature Readers.
TWIS. SC, 9x11, 48, b&w
$20.00

**Underwood Books**

**SPECTRUM Vol 7 Hardcover**
SPE07H. HC, 9x12, 195pg, FC
$46.00

**STRANGE DAYS Aliens & Advancers (Deluxe Dames)**
Highly Recommended. Edited by Amie and Cathy Fenner. 32 full-color, framable examples of this best of the fabled pulp covers. Included are work created for advertisements by top fantastic artists, including Virgil Finlay, Hannes Bok, Ed Cartier, Margaret Brundage, Jerome Rozen, Belarski, Enoch Bolles and Walter Baumhoffer...and all taken from the original artwork! Underwood Books, 2009.
STRDH. SC, 11x15, 32pg, FC
$17.95
PRE-CODE CLASSICS ADVENTURES INTO DARKNESS Vol 2

Vol 1: Collects #5-9, 1952-53. PCA01H.

PRE-CODE CLASSICS MISTER MYSTERY Vol 2
Collects #6-10, 1952-53. Recommended. By Bernard Baily, Basil Wolverton, Tony Mortelario, Howard Nostrand, Ross Andru et al. Sexy women in a "classic" bondage/torture cover on #8; being buried alive on #7; "Brain Bats of Venus" and "Robot Woman"—rewritten and partially redrawn—both by Wolverton, and more PS Artbooks, 2018.

Vol 1: Collects #1-5, 1951-52. PCM01H.

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEB OF EVIL Vol 1
Collects #1-6, 1951. Recommended. Art by Lou Cameron, Gene Colan, Mike Sekowsky et al. Here comes the first volume of Ace Comics' horror title, one that I personally like quite a bit. Artist Lou Cameron is here. Plus Mike Sekowsky, influenced by Alex Toth. Stories include "The Vampire's Weird Duel," "Valley of the Mayan Goddess," and more. PS Artbooks, 2018.

Vol 1: Collects #8-14, 1953-54. Highly Recommended. By Jack Cole, Leo Morey, Charles Nicholas et al. Weird adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own

THE HOUSE OF MYSTERY The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 1

JUNGLE GIRLS

FYFWH. HCW, 896pg, FC

$100.00 $85.00

DON NEWTON’S COMPLETE THE PHANTOM
Collects #67-68, #70-71, #74, 1975-77. Highly Recommended. By Lee Falk. Art by Don Newton. Edited by Daniel Herman. This handsome edition collects all Phantom cover artwork and seven complete storys by Don Newton, considered a highpoint in the long history of the Ghost who Walks. Newton got his start as a fan artist, creating some of the Ghost who Walks. Newton got his start as a fan artist, creating some of the best. #3 has a hashish story! PS Artbooks, 2015.

PHONOH. HC, 8x10, 208pg, FC

$60.00 $42.50

FANTASTIC FOUR By Waid & Wieringo Omnibus

FFWWH. HCW, 896pg, FC

$100.00 $85.00

ROY THOMAS PRESENTS THE LOST WORLD

LOSTWH. HCW, 7x10, 448pg, FC

$69.99

PHANTOM LADY Vol 2 Hardcover
Roy Thomas Presents. Highly Recommended. By Matt Baker et al. Foreword by Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr. and Roy Thomas. Phantom Lady #18-23 (among the most desirable pre-code comics) plus her even rarer stories in All Top #8-17 and from the 1950s Ajax titles, Phantom Lady #1-4 and Wonder Boy #17-18. PS Artbooks, 2013.

PHL02H. HCW, 7x10, 304pg, FC

$44.99 $19.95

PRE-CODE CLASSICS ADVENTURES INTO DARKNESS Vol 2

Vol 1: Collects #5-9, 1952-53. PCA01H.

PRE-CODE CLASSICS MISTER MYSTERY Vol 2
Collects #6-10, 1952-53. Recommended. By Bernard Baily, Basil Wolverton, Tony Mortelario, Howard Nostrand, Ross Andru et al. Sexy women in a “classic” bondage/torture cover on #8; being buried alive on #7; “Brain Bats of Venus” and “Robot Woman”—rewritten and partially redrawn—both by Wolverton, and more PS Artbooks, 2018.

Vol 1: Collects #1-5, 1951-52. PCM01H.

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEB OF EVIL Vol 1
Collects #1-6, 1951. Recommended. Art by Lou Cameron, Gene Colan, Mike Sekowsky et al. Here comes the first volume of Ace Comics’ horror title, one that I personally like quite a bit. Artist Lou Cameron is here. Plus Mike Sekowsky, influenced by Alex Toth. Stories include “The Vampire’s Weird Duel,” “Valley of the Mayan Goddess,” and more. PS Artbooks, 2018.

Vol 1: Collects #8-14, 1953-54. Highly Recommended. By Jack Cole, Leo Morey, Charles Nicholas et al. Weird adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own

THE HOUSE OF MYSTERY The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 1

WEB02H. HCW, 7x10, 252pg, FC

$60.00 $19.95

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEB OF EVIL Vol 2
Collects #8-14, 1953-54. Highly Recommended. By Jack Cole, Leo Morey, Charles Nicholas et al. Weird adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own adventures into horror and the supernatural. While EC and Harvey were doing THEIR thing, Quality had their own

PRE-CODE CLASSICS THIS MAGAZINE IS HAUNTED Vol 1
Collects #1-7, 1951-52. Highly Recommended. By Shelly Moldoff, Bernard Bailey et al. George Evans is the standout here, doing horror tales just before his work at EC. Plus some great Bob Powell. Fawcett was a step above the average comics publisher and it shows here in their premier horror title, PS Artbooks, 2016.

PCTM01H. HCW, 7x10, 256pg, FC

$69.99 $27.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEIRD HORRORS Vol 1
Collects #1-5, 1952. Recommended. Work from Gus Ricca, George Tuska, Charles Sultan, Bob Forgione, Enrico Bagnoli, Rafael Astarita, Paul Gattuso, Don Perlin and Albert Tyler, many of whom were not household names though their styles deserve for them to be right up there with the very best. #3 has a hashish story! PS Artbooks, 2018.

PCWH01H. HCW, 7x10, 216pg, FC

$49.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS WEIRD HORRORS Vol 2
Collects #6-10, 1953-54. Recommended. By Bernard Baily, Basil Wolverton, Tony Mortelario, Howard Nostrand, Ross Andru et al. Sexy women in a “classic” bondage/torture cover on #8; being buried alive on #7; “Brain Bats of Venus” and “Robot Woman”—rewritten and partially redrawn—both by Wolverton, and more PS Artbooks, 2018.

Vol 1: Collects #5-9, 1952-53. PCA01H.
MISTER MIRACLE
Collects the limited series #1-12 and Director’s Cut #1, 2017. By Tom King, Art of Mitch Gerads. Eisner Award Winner: Best Writer; Best Artist. Something has gone horribly wrong with the perfect life that Scott and his wife have made for themselves on Earth. With war raging between their homeworlds of Apokolips and New Genesis, Scott’s cruel adoptive father seems finally found the Anti-Life Equation. DC, 2019. 

MISMIR. SC, 7x10, 320pg, FC

$24.99 $21.99

MONSTERS Vol 2 The Marvel Monsterbus
Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee and Larry Lieber. Art by Jack Kirby et al. Cerebrosum’s famous monsters are on the loose! Marvel presents the concluding volume in our complete collection of Marvel’s late-1950s/early-1960s period, famous for its twist-ending tales, alien invaders and especially its towering monster menaces—and no one drew giant monsters like Jack “The King” Kirby! It’s page after page of Groog, Ogg, the Creature from Kroog, Fin Fang Foom, and Amazing Adult Fantasy. 

MONSOH2. HC, 872pg, FC

Vol 1: MONSOH1.

$440.00 $85.00

$440.00 $85.00

SALLY THE SLEUTH 1934-1953

SALSL. SC, 6x9, 296pg, PC

$20.00

SPAIN WARRIOR WOMEN Vol 2

SPAIN02. SC, 8x11, 284pg, PC

$44.99

$29.99

$29.99

STREET FIGHTING MEN Vol 1: SPAIN01. 

VAMPIRELLA The Dynamite Years Omnibus Vol 4
By Alan Moore, Joe Harris et al. Art by Jose Molaga, Jean Diaz, Gary Frank et al. Four of the best Vampirella mini-series ever published, including a classic tale by the legendary Alan Moore! Plus 31 regular and variant covers with several each by Breenton, Michael Linsner and J. Scott Campbell. Dynamite, 2018. 

VAMD04. SC, 7x10, 368pg, FC

$24.99 $31.99

VOYAGE TO THE DEEP Signed by Glanzman, Bissette & Daygi! Collects the Dell comics #1-4, 1962-64. Highly Recommended. By Drew Ford. Art by Sam Glanzman, Alex Toth et al. Includes an oversized bookplate with nice bold signatures! (Glanzman signed this before he passed away in 2017). This is the first ever collection of Sam Glanzman’s epic Voyage To The Deep. It’s Alive, 2019. 

VOYDD. HCW, 7x10, 176pg, FC

$68.00

Unsigned Edition: VOYDD.

$24.99

WHAT IF? CLASSIC
The Complete Collection Vol 1

WHAT01. SC, 7x10, 432pg, FC

$60.00 $57.50

$60.00 $54.95

$60.00 $54.95

BLOOM COUNTY Best Read on the Throne
All new Daily & Sunday strips, never before in print. Recommended. By Berkeley Breathed. Collecting years three of the Bloom County relaunch begun in 2015! The stakes are higher, the punchlines are sharper, and the laughter is more desperate! Picks up where Brand Spanking New Day left off. IDW, 2018. 

BCCES. SC, 12x10, 144pg, PC

$19.99

BRAND SPANKING NEW DAY Signed: San Diego Comic-Con Exclusive. BCBSH. HC

$50.00

EPISODE XI A NEW HOPE: BCEN.

SC

$17.99 $15.99

BERKELEY BREATHED’S BLOOM COUNTY Artist’s Edition: BBBCAEH. HC, 20x14, 144pg, b&w

$150.00

THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF THREE MUSKETEERS
Our Highest Recommendation. Collected in a single volume for the first time, this comic strip adaptation brings to life all the action and poignancy of Alexandre Dumas’ novel and its sequels. Arturo Del Castillo’s great artistry is regarded as some of the finest pen and ink work ever created for comic strips. Book Palace, 2018.

COMATM. SC, 8x11, 112pg, b&w

$29.95

MODESTY BLAISE COMPANION
Expanded Edition Signed

MODBC. SC, 8x12, 444pg, b&w

$55.00

THE PHANTOM The Complete Sundays Vol 5

PHS05H. HC, 13x9, 192pg, FC

$65.00 $57.50

Vol 2: 1942-45. PHS02H.

$60.00 $54.95

Vol 4: 1950-53. PHS04H.

$60.00 $57.50

THE PHANTOM The Complete Sundays Vol 5

PHS05H. HC, 13x9, 192pg, FC

$65.00 $57.50

Vol 2: 1942-45. PHS02H.

$60.00 $54.95

Vol 4: 1950-53. PHS04H.

$60.00 $57.50

THE PHANTOM The Complete Sundays Vol 5

PHS05H. HC, 13x9, 192pg, FC

$65.00 $57.50

Vol 2: 1942-45. PHS02H.

$60.00 $54.95

Vol 4: 1950-53. PHS04H.

$60.00 $57.50

THE PHANTOM The Complete Sundays Vol 5

PHS05H. HC, 13x9, 192pg, FC

$65.00 $57.50

Vol 2: 1942-45. PHS02H.

$60.00 $54.95

Vol 4: 1950-53. PHS04H.
RUSTY RILEY DAILIES Vol 1
RR01H. HC, 8x10, 344pg, PC $49.95 $29.95

SKY MASTERS OF THE SPACE FORCE
The Complete Dailies 1958-61
SKYHM. HC, 10x9, 272pg, PC $49.99 $42.50

WARREN TUFFS’ COMPLETE LANCE 1955-1960
1955-60. Our Highest Recommendation. Warren Tuft’s masterpiece Lance includes the entire run of this magnificent comic strip in one volume with the Sundays in full color! Each daily and Sunday has been beautifully restored by Manuel Caldas. Also included in this volume: an in-depth analysis of Tuft’s work on Lance by Zoran Djukanovic, biographical information, and more! Classic Comics Press, 2018.
WARTH. HC, 9x12, 369pg, FC $100.00

FANTASY WORLD-BUILDING A Guide to Developing Mythic Worlds and Legendary Creatures Signed
FANTW. SC, 8x11, 162pg, FC $24.95

JUMBO MUMBO
JUMMB. SC, 6x9, 223pg, PC $19.95

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF WARD KIMBALL
Maverick of Disney Animation Recommended. Besides Walt Disney, no one seemed more key to the development of animation at the Disney Studios than Ward Kimball (1904-2002). Todd James Pierce explores the lead Disney animator who, from the late 1940s to the early 1970s, worked on characters such as Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Jiminy Cricket, the Cheshire Cat, and the Mad Hatter. Unpublished excerpts from Kimball’s personal writing, material from unpublished interviews, and new interviews. University of Mississippi Press, 2019.
LIFTTH. HCW, 6x9, 298pg, Text Only $30.00

STERANKO’S HISTORY OF COMICS Vol 2
Still in print after 47 years! Our Highest Recommendation. Here Jim Steranko goes back to his first love and chronicles the epic story of comics’ Golden Age creators and super-heroes. More than 450 dynamic vintage covers and all-new full-page art by Reed Crandall (Blackhawk) and Ken Bald (Fawcett heroes). Crown Publishing, 1972. Some copies have slight bumps or small tears to the cover.
STER02. SC, 9x12, 132pg, FC $20.00

THE COMPLETE CASES SET # 1
Save $24.70 on the entire set of six “Complete Cases” collections. By Paul Ernst. Art by John Fleming Gould. Introduction by Will Murray. These cases he takes up are often bizarre and grotesque, but no more so than himself: Seekay’s face is covered by a mask of pink celluloid, with only his “burning black eyes” visible to those who come into contact. Collecting the entire series, written by the creator of The Avenger, Paul Ernst. Altus, 2018.
CCSK. SC, 6x9, 176pg, Text/PC $14.95

JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER’S DAWN STATUE
Numbered from 705. Good Girl artist Linsner presents his amazing and seductive character Dawn as an excellent new statue with fine detail and brilliant coloring. Dawn has been one of the most enduring characters in independent comics since her creation in the late 1980s. Sculpted by Steve Kiwus. Resin casting, hand painted, 6 inches diameter. Beautifully illustrated large box. Dynamite, 2018.
JOSDA. 12” tall, FC $189.99

ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS
Highly Recommended. Robert Alvarado’s newest collection of high-octane, pin-up images in his own unique style of photographing and editing—which has been called illustrated, and painted. More than 150 vibrant, color images, see Alvarado capture models “cosing” as characters from Buck Rogers, Deadpool, Star Wars, and Marvel gals. Schiffer, 2016. Mature Readers.
ALVACH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS 1 Deluxe
Signed & limited print, 100! By Blas Gallego’s powerful style and attention to detail brings to life all manner of subject matter, from savage barbarian to sexy vampire icon! This collection is filled with the paintings that have brought him such a devoted world following, including many nudes. SQP, 2017. Adult Material.
ARBG01D. SC, 10x12, 48pg, FC $24.95 $14.95

FANTASY WORLD-BUILDING A Guide to Developing Mythic Worlds and Legendary Creatures Signed
FANTW. SC, 6x9, 1704pg, Text/b&w $134.70 $110.00

ALVACH. HC, 6x9, 1704pg, Text/b&w $14.95

THE COMPLETE CASES OF SEEKAY
From Strange Detective Mysteries and Detective Tales, 1937-38. By Paul Ernst. Art by John Fleming Gould. Introduction by Will Murray. The cases he takes up are often bizarre and grotesque, but no more so than himself: Seekay’s face is covered by a mask of pink celluloid, with only his “burning black eyes” visible to those who come into contact. Collecting the entire series, written by the creator of The Avenger, Paul Ernst. Altus, 2018.
CCSK. SC, 6x9, 176pg, Text/PC $14.95

THE COMPLETE CASES SET # 1
Save $24.70 on the entire set of six “Complete Cases” collections. By Paul Ernst. Art by John Fleming Gould. Introduction by Will Murray. These cases he takes up are often bizarre and grotesque, but no more so than himself: Seekay’s face is covered by a mask of pink celluloid, with only his “burning black eyes” visible to those who come into contact. Collecting the entire series, written by the creator of The Avenger, Paul Ernst. Altus, 2018.
CCSK. SC, 6x9, 176pg, Text/PC $14.95

JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER’S DAWN STATUE
Numbered from 705. Good Girl artist Linsner presents his amazing and seductive character Dawn as an excellent new statue with fine detail and brilliant coloring. Dawn has been one of the most enduring characters in independent comics since her creation in the late 1980s. Sculpted by Steve Kiwus. Resin casting, hand painted, 6 inches diameter. Beautifully illustrated large box. Dynamite, 2018.
JOSDA. 12” tall, FC $189.99

ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS
Highly Recommended. Robert Alvarado’s newest collection of high-octane, pin-up images in his own unique style of photographing and editing—which has been called illustrated, and painted. More than 150 vibrant, color images, see Alvarado capture models “cosing” as characters from Buck Rogers, Deadpool, Star Wars, and Marvel gals. Schiffer, 2016. Mature Readers.
ALVACH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS 1 Deluxe
Signed & limited print, 100! By Blas Gallego’s powerful style and attention to detail brings to life all manner of subject matter, from savage barbarian to sexy vampire icon! This collection is filled with the paintings that have brought him such a devoted world following, including many nudes. SQP, 2017. Adult Material.
ARBG01D. SC, 10x12, 48pg, FC $24.95 $14.95
BIBLE OF FILTH By R. Crumb
Recommended. By R. Crumb. Originally published in France in 1986 by Futuropolis, the first edition of Bible of Filth was never distributed in the U.S. because of its graphic sexual content. This revised and expanded English edition contains all stories and art from the 1986 volume, with over 100 pages of additional material. Printed on thin bible paper with gilt edges. Bound by David Zimmer Books, 2017. Adult Material. BIFBH. HCW, 5x7, 335pg, b&w $35.00

LOST GIRLS
New Edition. By Alan Moore and Melinda Gebbie. Alice in Wonderland, Dorothy in the Land of Oz, and Wendy from Peter Pan’s Neverland “have grown up and are ready to journey into sexual awakening and fulfillment. Through their familiar fairy tales they share with us their most intimate revelations of desire in its many forms, revelations that shine out radiantly through the dark clouds of war gathering around a luxury Austrian hotel.” Oversized. Explicit and then some...! IDW, 2018. Adult Material. LOSG, HC, 9x12, 352pg. $49.95 $39.99

MILO MANARA’S The Golden Ass
Highly Recommended. By Milo Manara. The erotic graphic novel adaptation. Young Lucius is transformed from a nubile young man into a donkey—and subject to the vicissitudes of a life of wandering and lust! An array of thieves, sorcerers and beautiful women cross his path, challenging him in more ways than one... Inspired by “The Golden Ass of Apuleius,” a titillating tale that is a must-have for Manara fans. HC, 8x11, 288pg, FC $59.95

OLIVIA’S LUCKY LADIES II Playing Cards
Highly Recommended. By Olivia De Berardinis. Here are 25 entirely new images not seen in the long-sold-out first edition. A great way to enjoy the sexy pin-up art of Olivia and your favorite pin-up vixen, Bettie Page. This poker deck features 53 different images, one for each card including the jokers. Great selection of paintings, Ozone. OLL, 3x4, 54 cards, FC $9.95

OLIVIA BUTTON PACK 2019: OLIV2019
Five buttons, 1” dia ea, FC $6.99

SEX ATTACK
By Fildor and Vitus. From the French Adult magazine Bébé Adult, a very explicit spoof of mad scientists and sci-fi, with little plot but one heck of a lot of coupling and kinkiness. Orgies, threesomes, bondage, just about every kinkiness in the book. Lots of bosomy ladies and a slightly daft male hero who makes imagination and content very surprising ways. Last Gasp, 2002. Adult Material. Occasional bump to one corner. SEXAT. SC, 8x12, 50pg, FC $14.06 $7.50

SPANISH GIRL Marilyn Monroe Print two for one
Certificate of Authenticity. Numbered, 7500. By Earl Moran. A delightful, sexy painting of Marilyn Monroe, two for the price of one! This captures her youth as well as her voluptuous, sensuous appeal, in a sexy, revealing open vest, short-shorts and high-heels. Her flirtatious alluring look is playful and fun! Excellent high quality lithograph on 80 lb. archival acid-free paper, ready to frame. Illustrations Remembered, 1994. Out of Print. ESMSPR. 2 copies, 19x24, FC $279.00 $24.95

SUNSTONE Vol 2
Collects #4-5. Recommended. By Stjepan Sejic. Two unique young women partake in bondage and S&M sessions together. They had the safe word. Sunstone. It means stop. And for a while, it was just that. But now the bitterness of unrequited love, they will need to find the words to say so. Explicit adult themes. Image Comics, 2018. Mature Readers. SUN02H, HCW, 8x11, 464pg, FC $49.99 $44.99

Vol 1 #1-3: SUN01H. $29.99 $34.99

NUDE & EROTIC PHOTOGRAPHY

1001 FEMJOY.COM GIRLS Pure Nude Art
1001 Different Models. Recommended. Collected and Edited by Tom Cherry. More than 40 selected photographers supply an unbelievable compilation of 1001 girls. It’s rather amazing to find this many stunningly young and beautiful girls all in one collection. What is it about those Europeans and their open attitudes about nudity and sensuality? Edition Skylight, 2015. Mature Readers. 1001F1G, HC, 8x11, 288pg, FC $60.95 $52.50

BAVARIAN LANDLUST The All-Natural Farmers Daughters from Bavaria!
Recommended. By Stefan Soell. Highly attractive, all-natural Bavarian country girls so revealingly. These buxom countryside girls stretch out lasciviously in the hay, wear parts of traditional costumes (bottomless or topless), or are full nude in front of a perfect backdrop of lush meadows and curvaceous hills. Edition Skylight, 2014. Adult Material. BAVH, HC, 9x11, 160pg, FC $62.06 $57.50

BETTIE THE INCOMPARABLE BETTIE PAGE
Archives of Irving Klaw
Recommended. Written by Cara Winter. The collaboration of Bettie Page and Irving Klaw produced photographs embracing fetish themes like bondage, girl fights, spanking, and fetish clothing—from seamed stockings to high heels. Here are satisfying large, full page photos, most of them very high quality, crisp and sharp. PSG, 2017. Mature Readers. BETINH, HCW, 10x14, 158pg, b&w $60.99 $49.95

DARK PINUP The Photography of Lars Kompfenzuspadt
Recommended. Foreword by Thomas Kuntz. The first book by incredible photographer Lars Kompfenzuspadt, a brooding collection of portrait done in his signature style—dark, moody lighting and cinematic sets with all kinds of extra detail. Three chapters present Shadows—the dark and sexy work that has defined Kompfenzuspadt’s career; Illuminations—a contrast to the shadows, natural light pours through windows and bathing the narrative; and Proclivities—a tasteful exploration of eroticism in photography. Working Class, 2018. Mature Readers. DARKPH, HCW, 7x10, 240pg, FC $85.00

DIRTY GIRL COLLECTION NAKED & UNCENSORED
By Ellen Stagg. Nasty ladies! Enter Stagg’s collection of playful, seductive girls, very, very naughty while they look you straight in the eye. From provocative portraits to sexy girl-on-girl action, Stagg’s photography pushes the boundaries and takes the viewer on an exciting journey through her world of artistic nudes. A wide variety of ethnic types and outfits, from exotic high quality lithograph on 80 lb. archival acid-free paper, ready to frame. Illustrations Remembered, 1994. Out of Print. ESMSPR. 2 copies, 19x24, FC $279.00 $24.95
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DARK PINUP The Photography of Lars Kompfenzuspadt
Recommended. Foreword by Thomas Kuntz. The first book by incredible photographer Lars Kompfenzuspadt, a brooding collection of portrait done in his signature style—dark, moody lighting and cinematic sets with all kinds of extra detail. Three chapters present Shadows—the dark and sexy work that has defined Kompfenzuspadt’s career; Illuminations—a contrast to the shadows, natural light pours through windows and bathing the narrative; and Proclivities—a tasteful exploration of eroticism in photography. Working Class, 2018. Mature Readers. DARKPH, HCW, 7x10, 240pg, FC $85.00

DIRTY GIRL COLLECTION NAKED & UNCENSORED
By Ellen Stagg. Nasty ladies! Enter Stagg’s collection of playful, seductive girls, very, very naughty while they look you straight in the eye. From provocative portraits to sexy girl-on-girl action, Stagg’s photography pushes the boundaries and takes the viewer on an exciting journey through her world of artistic nudes. A wide variety of ethnic types and outfits, from exotic high quality lithograph on 80 lb. archival acid-free paper, ready to frame. Illustrations Remembered, 1994. Out of Print. ESMSPR. 2 copies, 19x24, FC $279.00 $24.95
TATTOOED BEAUTIES
Recommended. By Christian Saint. Star photographer Christian Saint’s best book yet. Perfect photos, masterfully produced with 50 of the world’s most beautiful tattoo models. Not only are they young, beautiful, and extremely talented, but their tattoos are also incredible. What an interesting combination. Lots of naked flesh, together with the most ingenious tattoos. Tattoos from over 150 of the most creative tattoo artists. Stylish, professional, and super sexy.
VATTBH. HCW, 7x10, 256pg, FC
$34.99 $39.99

VANESSA DEL RIO With DVD
Fifty Years of Slightly Slutty Behavior. By Vanessa Del Rio and Dian Hanson. New bargain-priced edition, with DVD. Vanessa del Rio should have been the next big thing, except in 1974 there were no ethnic sex stars. Vanessa took any role they’d give her, because she was there for the sex over money. Explicit. Taschen, 2016. Adult Material.
VNRIH. HC/DVD, 140 min, 8x8, 387pg, PC
$29.99 $18.95

VINTAGE BEAUTY NUDE PHOTOGRAPHY 1900-1960
Recommended. Stills and posters featuring some of the earliest nude modeling ever photographed, originating from France, Austria and Germany. Nudity there was not such a taboo, but more fashionable in the art scene. Divided into three parts: La Belle Époque (1900-1918); Annees Folles (1918-43) and Le Nouvel Age (1943-1960). Small color section. Cult Epics, 2018.
VINTBH. HC, 144pg, b&w
$39.95 $34.95

X-RATED Adult Movie Posters of the 60s and 70s
Originally published 2004. Revised and Expanded. Edited by Tony Nourmand, Graham Marsh. Introduction by Peter Doggett. This is the new, expanded, complete edition of Nourmand and Marsh’s cult bestseller, with text by renowned writer Peter Doggett. The 1960s and ’70s were the Golden Age of the X-rated movie. The “porno chic” movement around films like Deep Throat (1972), The Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976) and Debbie Does Dallas (1978) gave skin flicks an air of credibility that had never existed before. Reel Art Press, 2017. Mature Readers, XRATH. HCW, 8x11, 368pg, PC
$76.00 $65.00

PORNOMATION Vol 1-3 DVD Set
$60.00 $34.95

SEX IN THE COMICS DVD
Originally released 1972 and 1975. Includes Sextoons and The Funky World of Adult Cartoons. Directed by Anthony Spinelli. Have you ever been curious about the true story of Tijuana Bibles, 8 pages, or “dirty” comic books? Well, we have all the answers in one of the weirdest X-rated films ever created. Take a visual journey through the history of adult cartoons, in this all-true oddity featuring Cyndee Summers, Rick Cassidy, Nina Fause, and many others! Vinegar Syndrome, 2016. Adult Material. SEXIC. DVD, 208 min, 1 disc Full Color
$22.98
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AUSTIN BRIGGS The Consummate Illustrator
Limited, 1000. Highly Recommended. By David Apatoff. Foreword by Austin Briggs, Jr. 160 pages of some of Austin Briggs’ best b&w art and a great selection of color illustrations, most taken from original color “Horror Classics” that were later published as a slipcased set. Briggs was one of the original masters of humor and horror and weird fiction. Blackwood’s Don’t Smoke Daddy! (in addition to many others) was included in this set.
ABCNONH. HC, 9x12, 160pp, PC, HC
$34.95

MUCHA By Daniel Kicel
Bargain-priced! Highly Recommended. Art Nouveau, elegant ornamentation, sensuous women, rare book, furniture and interior design—from concert posters to the art, here is the entire range of Alphonse Mucha’s career in a handsome little square hardcover. Many lesser-known works including oil paintings, magazine covers, and murals. Excellent, highly detailed renderings of Mucha’s work. Includes a biography, chronology, and a complete bibliography.
MUCHAH. HC, 7x7, 216pp, FC
$11.95

THE WILLOWS AND OTHER NIGHTMARES
Illustrated Editions
WILLH. HC, 9x12, 168pp, PC
$100.00

BARBARELLA / DEJAH THORIS
Collects #1-4 and 22 covers including variants. Barbarella, the siren of space, meets Dejah Thoris, Princess of Barsoom, and together they must solve a murder mystery that spans time and space and together they must solve a murder mystery that spans time and space. Does a really different brand new cover art by Richard Hescox and interior art by Douglas Klauhba! At this year’s Comic-Con International, it was announced that Tarzan and the Valley of Gold, a new TV series about the career of Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe canon. All-new foreword by Burroughs scholar Scott Tracy Griffin. ERB, 2019.
TARVGH. HC, 6x9, 322pp, Text/b&w, HC
$34.95

THE NIGHT By Philippe Druillet
Recommended. In 1975, Comics master Philippe Druillet lost his wife Nicole to cancer. He exorcized the demons her death left behind in The Night, a nihilistic story about the inevitable ending that none of us can avoid. Set in a desolate, post-apocalyptic world, it follows a bloody battle for the ultimate “shoot.” Titan Comics, 2019.
THE NIGHT
$24.99/$21.99

THE COLLECTED TOPPI Vol 2 North America
COLT02H. HC, 9x12, 208pp, b&w
$24.99

PRE-CODE CLASSICS MYSTERIES WEIRD AND STRANGE Vol 1
PCWMO1H. HCW, 7x10, 184pp, FC
$45.99

THE WOMAN WHO LOVED LIFE And Other Stories
Highly Recommended. By Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig and Jack Kamen. The Woman who Loved Life emerged from the earliest days of EC with a crisp, elegant, contemporary graphic style that set a mood and took a surprisingly sophisticated approach to the mischief, mayhem, and murder of so many of the stories he drew. This collects all of the stories he illustrated for War Against Crime and Crime Patrol plus his earlier tales for EC’s famed magazines. Collects #1-5, 1953-54. Recommended.
WOMWH. HCW, TX10, 216pp, b&w
$29.99/$26.99

FUTURE SHOCK! The Story of 2000 AD DVD
FUTSHO. DVD, 105 min, 1 disc Full Color DVD, 105 min, 1 disc Full Color
$14.99

TARZAN AND THE VALLEY OF GOLD Hardcover
Highly Recommended. Fritz Leiber’s classic novel of the Lord of the Jungle, is back in print—available for the first time in hardcover, and featuring brand-new cover art by Richard Hescox and interior art by Douglas Klauhba! At this year’s Comic-Con International, it was announced that Tarzan and the Valley of Gold, a new TV series about the career of Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe canon. All-new foreword by Burroughs scholar Scott Tracy Griffin. ERB, 2019.
TARVGH. HC, 6x9, 322pp, Text/b&w, HC
$34.95

UNITED CARTOON WORKERS OF AMERICA Large T-Shirt
Highly Recommended. The new United Cartoonist of America T-Shirt features art and design by Peter Poplaski. You don’t have to be a card-carrying United Cartoonist member to show solidarity! I saw this at Comic-Con this year and loved it. Hanes 60% cotton, 40% polyester shirt in handsome dark grey. Graphitti Designs, 2019.
X-Large T-Shirt: UNICXL. $19.95
UNICX
$19.95

WEIRDO TRADING CARDS
Recommended. All 28 issues of Weirdo, plus THREE unused covers, artist portraits, Arcade #1, rare promo ads for Heroes of the Blues and Early Jazz Greats card sets, and lots of extra features. On the reverse of each card, you get artist biographies and bonus features. 40 cards in a cool illustrated box. art by Robert Crumb, S. Clay Wilson, Drew Friedman, Aline Kominsky, Peter Bagge and others. Graphitti Designs, 2019.
WEIRTC. 40 cards, 3x5, FC
$19.95
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KIRBY IS...MIGHTY! King Sized
Highly Recommended. The greatest Thor tales drawn by Jack “The King” Kirby. Featuring Thor’s first appearance; a bruising battle between Thor and Hercules; the mind-bending first appearance of Ego the Living Planet; the invasion of Asgard by Ulik and his horrifying troll army; and concluding with a multi-part saga where Thor faces the immeasurable power of the world-devourer Galactus that reveals Galactus’ origin. All giant Artist’s Edition size but in FULL COLOR with stories complete, ready to read. Marvel, 2019.

KIRBY RETURNS King Sized

VAMPIRELLA Vol 1 1969 Replica Edition

AMERICAN COMIC BOOK CHRONICLES
The 1940s: 1940-1944
Outstanding, exceptionally thorough and well-written, with new information. Our Highest Recommendation. By Kurt F. Mitchell with Roy Thomas. Art by Jack Kirby, Mac Raboy, Reed Crandall, Will Eisner, Lou Fine et al. I love this book. This is the origin of comics starting in 1934; touching on the pulps, magazines and radio; and how comics came to dominate popular culture. Here’s the inside story of the “shops,” the eccentric publishers, the great editors, the young creators, and more. TwoMorrows, 2019.

THE MARVEL ART OF CONAN THE BARBARIAN
Highly Recommended. A gallery of classic Conan comic art—covers, interiors and splash pages, original art. With attributions and running commentary. Here is the very best, from seminal masterworks of Barry Windsor-Smith, to stunning interpretations by Gil Kane and Neal Adams, to a character-defining legacy by John Buscema, to Silvestri, Kaluta, Mignola and others! Introduction by Roy Thomas, afterward by Michael Allred. Marvel, 2019.

SONG OF GIANTS The Poetry of Pulp Signed
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